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French investment banks’ renewal after WWII (1945-1960): Differenciation and pathbreaking Hubert Bonin, professor of modern economic history at Institut d’études politiques de Bordeaux & at UMR GRETHABordeaux Montesquieu University [www.hubertbonin.com]



Against the competition of deposit banks as contenders about corporate banking, French investment banks had to enhance their differenciation. They had to underline their function as “pathbreakers” to accompany and stimulate the rebirth of French economy after WWII and its influence abroad against competing US, British or German business, when France tried to regain momentum on an international level, and when Paris struggled to regain its role of an international financial and baking centre. If investment banks had resisted the nationalisation move, they had been weakened by the progress of the influence of State companies and moreover by the nationalisation of key patrons, mainly utilities, which had rubbed off deep communities of banking and financial interests, and by the loss of important position in Eastern and Central Europe between 1937 and 1948. They had thus to rebuild their basis of activities, whilst altogether resisting the influence of the four big nationalised (in 1945) commercial banks, which developed their skills in corporate banking and took advantage of their connections with the state-owned sectors to encroach on the strongholds of investment bankers. • First, we shall assess the strengthes and weaknesses of investment banks (Banque de Paris & des Pays-Bas or Paribas, Banque de l’union parisienne or BUP, Rothschild, Lazard), precise the emergence of new competitors (Banque de l’Indochine, Union européenne industrielle et financière, the “Francès group”, etc.), and as a consequence we shall determine the strategy followed by these players. We shall for example precise the effects of the nationalisation of numerous big companies and the dwindling of the financial market on their issuing and brokering activities. • Second, whe shall consider the evolution of the portfolios of strategic activities and skills within the “classical” investment banking services. We shall gauge their ability to regain momentum in favour of corporate customers (in the areas of merchant banking, trade banking, corporate banking, and of financial engineering), either nationally or internationally. • Third, we shall reconsider the “pathbreaking” activities of investment bankers on the international market of structured finance, as a leverage force of French industrial investments abroad. • Fourth, we shall reconstitute the competitive edge of investment banks on the imperial/colonial market, and argue about the priorities fixed, either “obsolete strategies” or the involvement of colonial sectors into internationalised and modern business models. • Last, we shall tackle the issue of investment bankers as “pioneers” about the new credit and financial products and techniques which were being either transferred mainly from the US or engineered in Paris, as a way to find out new sectors of activity to balance those being assumed by the public institutions, or as a way to establish bridges on promising activities in connection with real estate development, the restart of outlets for bourgeois building, and the construction of the society of affluence. In a nutshell, our chapter will insist on balance of power – who and which department or team played a significant role within investment banks and the financial divisions of deposit banks? Which type of bank did prevail on each field thanks to its portfolio of skills and connections? – because issues of “political science” within business communities and organisations do matter and this point of interest establishes a further link between business history and banking history. We found out new archives records at Crédit



2 lyonnais (about the wole banking community of Paris), at Paribas, at Société générale (about BUP), and at Banque de France, which allowed us to complement somewhat the previous wide studies about Paribas1 and BUP2. 1. Investment bankers as a profession and corporate culture Our purpose is now to gauge how much and far investment banks succeeded in reconstituting their competitive edge, through asserting their portfolio of skills against their competitors, commercial banks practicing corporate banking and brokerage of securities. Were investment banks following the trend enhancing the progression of high civil servants among the profession of banking managers, those called inspecteurs des Finances? Were investment banks copying the process followed by State institutions, deposit banks or specialised ones, establishing bridges within high finance administration and the high staff of banks? Were there a single “model” to pick up and promote high managers? We cannot deepen some kind of a sociological or prosopographical survey, but we shall try to draw the outlines of the directions of both leading investment banks. A. Paribas’ rebirth and fighting spirit The offensive led by Paribas against its counterparts and against the State institutions appeared “punchy” because it was headed somewhat by a “dissenter”, Jean Reyre. On the Paris market, a few banks struggled to “change” the rules or to “contest” positions: among deposit banks, Banque nationale pour le commerce et l’industrie (BNCI) challenged cartels, informal alliances and well-established tables for credits and issuings, but it lacked the scope of investment banks. Within the “club” of investment banks, Lazard and its merchant bankers jostled the profession with their flexible modus operandi, all the more because their tripolar basis (with London and New York) helped then managing trade operations linked with foreign exchange. a. Jean Reyre as an imaginative team manager Paribas had to react rapidly to rebuild its reputation as pathbreaking team, and it was lucky to rely on a contestant to established positions, Jean Reyre. Sure, his education had been classical, through law studies and the Institut d’études politiques de Paris, and a steady career within Paribas, which he had joined as soon as April 1924, becoming successively fondé de pouvoirs in 1936, under-executive manager in 1938, deputyexecutive manager in 1941, and executive manager in 1945. But he got a special “profile”, as a close “junior” to starring head manager of Paribas in ther interwar period, Horace Finaly3, and because a “managerial culture” oriented towards openness to foreign activities – perhaps because his father had managed a trading house brokering south-american coffee and cocoa, or because he had been trained at the American department of the bank in 1925, then (from 1933) the department in charge with “selling” the services of the bank to firms, and last the financial department for two years. This large portfolio of experience and competence, his very ambitions, his commitment to Résistance (with Debray) could have pushed him towards the head of Paribas in March 1948 (for a term of twenty years) – succeeding Henry Jahan. Far from being a “bureaucratic-minded” manager, he asserted 1 Éric Bussière, Paribas, l’Europe et le monde, 1872-1992, Anvers, Fonds Mercator, 1992. Éric Bussière, “Les banques d’affaires françaises au XXe siècle : des établissements en quête d’identité ?”, in Maurice LévyLeboyer (ed.), Les banques en Europe de l’Ouest de 1920 à nos jours, Paris, Comité pour l'histoire économique & financière de la France, 1995, p. 223-235. 2 Hubert Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne. Histoire de la deuxième banque d’affaires française (1874/1904-1974), Paris, PLAGE, 2001. 3 Éric Bussière, Horace Finaly, banquier, 1871-1945, Paris, Fayard, 1996.



3 himself as a driving or “pushing” force, because he intended to move once more Paribas as a big player of the Paris market place and of international investment and corporate banking; he also showed himself as a “path-breaker” because he left way to innovative proposals designed by guys and teams which he pushed upward within a flexible structure of the company – and this very resiliency can be identified as a mark of an investment bank, more reactive, more risk-taking, more earmarked to engineering banking and financial “products”. Under the benevolent guidance of chairmen Louis Wibratte and then Emmanuel Mönick (1950-1961), a high civil servant able to establish bridges with the administration of finance, differenciation undoubtedly resulted from this attitude, which instilled fighting spirit and imagination within a bank to-be reborn4. Guy de Rothschild reminded in his souvenirs5 that the leading team of his elder family lacked dynamism in the 1950s-1960s; and witnesses recalled that BUP’s competitivess somewhat became eroded after the death of its boss Lafont in the 1960s. The human factor, if not decisive, could have played some role in such business and banking history indeed. b. Layers of investment bankers It is always difficult to catch the “fizzling” formula allowing a company to become resilient and performing. Our perception leads us to pretend that Reyre permanently adapted the structures of Paribas to the emergence of new skills and métiers, such as to allow driving forces to deploy their professional capabilities along free-way developments, without restrictive and bureaucratic mindsets and processes. Sure, one executive, Louis Bricard, managed the “organisation” of Paribas, the introduction of mecanography, then of business computing, and also the rationalisation of the management of the finance department. But the investment bank avoided drifting towards some kind of an administration – all the more because it kept focused on its portfolio of skills, without dreaming of “universal banking”. In the meanwhile Bricard himself had an acute knowledge of finance, because he had worked a close junior secretary to deputy CEO Wibratte in the interwar period and had even engineered the reorganisation of collapsing car manufacturer Citroën in 1934-1935 (rapport Bricard); he supervised the financial departement, and he represented the bank on the board of several partner companies (and even chaired a few of them6). And broad rooms of manoeuver did exist as “bosses” were trusted to create “little firms” within the bank. That was the case of Bédier, a clever path-breaker in the field of real estate, property development, social and mass housing, and the ways of financing their growth, from the interwar (for a mixed company between Paribas, the City of Paris and building contractors, Régie immobilière de la Ville de Paris) to the 1950s (till 1962). The “department of real estate” became one key division of Paribas, linked with the department of industry, but following its own imaginative path. He was joined in 1951 by René Martin, a brilliant engineer and high civil servant who had achieved big equipments in North Africa7 in the 1920s-1940s, and who built a broad department of industry and real estate at Paribas, broad through responsibilities and engineering abilities, but not in workforce (about two dozens employéees in 1951) since 1947. François Anthoine had succeeded to But we are still missing a comphrensive biography of Jean Reyre. Guy de Rothschild, Contre bonne fortune, Paris, Belfond, 1983; J’ai lu, 1985, p.252-258. 6 Pierrefitte, Compagnie des compteurs. 7 1926-1932 : service des grands barrages en Algérie, 1932-1936 : chef de l’exploitation du port d’Alger ; 1936-1942 : directeur du service des irrigations en Algérie ; 1942 : directeur du service de l’hydraulique à Alger ; 1945 : délégué à Berlin à la Mission interalliée (directeur des transports) ; 1946 : directeur de l’Office national de navigation. 4 5



4 Laurent-Atthalin as the specialist of African business at Paribas, and appeared at the “gobetween” between bankers, financiers, industrialists and engineers to conceive new schemes of mining, industrial and trade projects in “French” Africa – till (and after) the independances in 1960. We’ll show later on how Margerie set up a foreign commercial department in 1951 as a key leverage to Paribas’s differenciation against its competitors. Table 1. The top managers at Paribas in 1945-1960 Management of the organisation and management of finance Louis Bricard École polytechnique, Entré en 1922 ; tour de banque École des mines de 1924 : bureau des secrétaires Paris, law janvier 1927 : secrétariat de Wibratte (CEO) Janvier 1928 : chef de service Février 1936 : fondé de pouvoirs Octobre 1938 : sous-directeur Juillet 1945 : directeur adjoint Janvier 1947 : directeur ; directeur du département financier Février-décembre 1963 : directeur général adjoint Classical corporate banking Hervé du Bouexic de Hautes études Entré à Paribas le 1er mai 1927 Guichen commerciales (Paris Secrétariat de la direction banque en 1927-1938 business school) Détaché à Banque franco-chinoise du 1er juillet 1938 au 1er (1925) octobre 1941 (secrétaire du conseil, puis secrétaire général) Chargé de mission en Algérie en 41 42 Repris par Paribas 10 septembre 1942 : sous-directeur 28 novembre 1945 : directeur adjoint ; directeur adjoint du département bancaire « Ses fonctions l’amènent à superviser la conclusion des opérations de banque pure de toute nature avec la clientèle parisienne, provinciale et étrangère et le mettent en constant rapport avec les dirigeants des milieux d’affaires français ou étrangers. » 10 juillet 1952 : directeur (en même temps que Margerie) Pathbreaking portfolio of skills René Martin École polytechnique, Entré à Paribas comme directeur le 1er mai 1947 jusqu’en École des Ponts-etdécembre 1964 Chaussées 1947 : Directeur du département industriel 1951 : directeur du département des affaires industrielles et immobilières François Anthoine École polytechnique, Entré à Paribas en septembre 1924 Law février 1936 : fondé de pouvoirs Juillet 1941 : sous-directeur Janvier 1947 : directeur adjoint Affecté à la direction chargée des intérêts de Paribas en Afrique du Nord et dans les colonies ; chargé de Union française 1954 : directeur de ce département Bernard de Margerie Law, Institut d’études Joined Paribas in August 1951, directeur adjoint, to set up politiques de Paris, the « département des affaires commerciales » inspector at ministry Juillet 1952 : directeur ; directeur du département étranger of Finance 1967 : Deputy CEO Source : Personal files of the managers, historical archives of Paribas



All in all, the studies and the professional training of these managers was quite not uniformised: a very few inspecteurs des finances – supposed to constitute after WWII a layer of decisive elites all over banking business8 – were active at Paribas (an estimate of three). An “engineers’ culture” seems to have prevailed, with a corporate culture mixing engineering and financial skills, but also commercial ones, because Reyre had set up a “commercial division” within each department, and a federative department, in order to keep in touch with corporate (or State) customers and to never forget a practice of “senior investment banking”, that is a diversified offer to clients; he probably wishes to avoid the fiefdom syndrom which arises in firms where specialised departments forget to co-ordinate their action. Table 2: Rough draft of the organisation of Paribas in 1945-1960



8 About the history, prosopography, and influence of inspecteurs des Finances, see the articles of Nathalie Carré de Malberg, pending her future synthetic book.



5 Direction bancaire (Louis Bricard)



Direction des affaires internationales (André Debray, puis Margerie)



Département commercial



Département commercial



Direction générale (Jean Reyre) Direction des affaires industrielles et immobilières (René Martin)



Département commercial



Direction commerce extérieur (qui coordonne les activités des départements commerciaux de chacune des trois directions sectorielles)



Département industriel Fondés de pouvoir : Roger Schulz et Albrand



Direction chargée des intérêts en Afrique du Nord et dans les colonies, puis de l’Union française (François Anthoine)



Département des affaires immobilières Pierre Bédier, directeur adjoint



Deprived of the huge function of manageing discounting, branching and retailing organisations, at times when universal banking was not yet fashionable, investment banks were still lean organisations, and their success depended on about a few dozens managers. In 1948 Paribas’s team gathered only 36 head managers (five directors, seven deputydirectors, six under-managers, and 17 sub-managers). Table 3. The team of managers at Paribas in 1957-1959 • CEO Reyre (since 8 March 1948) • Managers (directeurs) Louis Bricard, René Martin, Hervé de Guichen, Bernard de Margerie, François Anthoine, Gustave Rambaud (July 1958) General secretary Jean Lequime • Deputy managers (directeurs adjoints) Roger Schulz, Pierre Decker, Jean Cabet, Charles Flory (human resources) Since July 1958 : Daniel Bedin, Charles Bouzanquet, Édouard Hauser, Yann Pelle • Sub-managers (fondés de pouvoirs) André Gallais-Hamonno, Jean Desmarests, Jean-Pierre Fontaine, Gérard Galichon, François Pezet, Claude Plateau, Jean Tichard, etc. • Head of divisions (chefs de service)



B. BUP as a challenging team As the second French investment banks (till its amalgamation with Paribas in 1974), BUP played an important role on the Paris market place, even if its management was less gleaming than that of Paribas. It was headed by a brilliant and well-introduced executive chairman, Henri Lafond, who was at the nexus of many connections among the public economic sector, big business, and overseas interests; he was typically a mantra for interlocking at the heart of French business, and thus a providential recruit for BUP as vicechairman in April 1948 and as chairman in September 1951 (till his assassination in 1963). The ability of BUP to penetrate deeply into French business connections was enhanced when it absorbed (French) merchant bank Mirabaud9 in 1954, a beacon for Haute Banque houses: a partner and patron since the co-operative foundation of the investment bank, Mirabaud “families” and interlocking provided it with five key high managers, among whom Jacques Monnier (as deputy director at département des études techniques et financières), promised to become a subtle actor on the merchant banking field, and Jean Lepinay (sub-director at direction financière) – all in all about fifty Mirabaud managers (and more than a hundred employees) joined then BUP. But the main streams of management at BUP came from internal promotion, and that benefitted to Charles Letondot, the head of financial affairs, who kept this function when he became deputy CEO in March 1946 and CEO in September 1951 – at the death of Paul Bavière, the chairman and CEO – till his retirement in December 1955. Being at the bank since 1921, he had become a managing director in 1929 and a co-headed the bank since



9



Note Fusion Mirabaud et BUP, 11 and 15 September 1953, Mirabaud records, historical archives of BUP.



6 then, becoming the head of département financier et étranger in 1936. Financial skills were posed thus at the core of the portfolio of skills of the bank, in parallel with the management of corporate banking. But Lafond felt useful to pick up outside an eventual boss along what was to become the “French way of top recruitment” with bridges crossing public and business “elites”: he recruited Emmanuel Lamy, a high civil servant who had been active in the empire (as head of finances of the Morrocco protectorate), , as deputy managing director on February 1955 and quite at once CEO on January 1956 to replace Letondot. His mission was to take into account the growing connections with the State financial and banking sectors, and moreover to settle a relevant modus of management of an extending banking organisation10. Like Paribas, BUP acted through “lean management”, with only 1,342 employees in 1954 and about a hundred high managers: at that time, when it did not yet entertain huge divisions of property trading, private banking or even trading banking, investment banking relied on a very sharp group, dedicated to merchant and corporate banking. Table 4. The executive team of BUP in January 1954 Executive chairman CEO Executive managing directors Deputy executive managing directors Sub-directors Specialised managers (administration, law advice, tax advice, etc.) Consulting engineers Fondés de pouvoir Heads of divisions Chefs de service, attachés à la direction, chefs adjoints de service, sous-chefs de service Total



Lafond Letondot 5 10 7 5 2 13 7 116 165



At BUP, a soft transition between the team built during the interwar period and a new generation (recruited at the end of the 1930s and during the 1940s) was completed at the turn of the 1950s, symbolised by Jacques Burin des Roziers as head of the banking division since 1954 and with Roger Quentin-Bauchard: Buring des Roziers’ deputy in 1952, he was promoted managing director in 1960, after having entered in 1935 and climbed from fondé de pouvoirs (1944), sub-manager (1947), deputy director (1952) and managing director (1955)11. He became more and more the cornerstone of the financial activities as head of the direction financière in 1955-1972, which he developed through fresh recruitments and thanks to the refurbishment of its portfolio of skills, to follow het changes on the Paris market place in corporate banking and merchant banking. C. Banque de l’Indochine as an emerging challenger? The first cracks in the financial empire overseas exerted immediate effects on the architecture of the Paris banking and financial centre because a move commenced which tended to the redistribution of capital invested in Indochina either towards other parts of the empire (mainly in subsaharan Africa and Morocco), or in Paris. Banque de l’Indochine, which had been altogether an issuing, commercial, corporate and even investment bank in Asia, started a long-term process to capitalize on its portfolio of competences and redeploy them towards French metropolitan business. Its very force came from its connections among a large array of firms, which were still active overseas but also transferred part of their activities in Europe, like Société française d’entreprises de dragages et de travaux publics (public works); it benefitted thus from a captive customership and followed its apprenticeship in corporate and investment banking12. But during the 1945-1960 years it Hubert Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne, op.cit., p. 405-409. Ibidem, p. 421-422. 12 See Marc Meuleau, Des pionniers en Extrême-Orient. La Banque de l’Indochine, 1875-1975, Paris, Fayard, 10 11



7 was not yet the challenger to Paribas and BUP which it became in the next decades; germs were being sowed, and the merchant bank Lazard seems to have a premonition thereabout because unwritten testimonies relates that it tried to pick up Banque de l’Indochine’s equity discreetly on the Stock Echange in 1952-1955, before reneging on thus a predatory project… D. Merchant banks as a renewed investment banking force? The irresistible decline of the Haute Banque houses was confirmed when the leading Mirabaud bank was amalgamated into Banque de l’union parisienne in 1953 (starting on January 1954): its portfolio of stakeholdings, business, family and overseas connections was thus transmitted to the investment bank. Rothschild itself had been weakened by its aryanisation during WWII and had to rebuild itself during the 1950s, first to reconstitute a little team of actual bankers (Robert Jablon, mainly13, who was the leverage force to extend the mere operations on the Stock Exchange and assets management to merchant banking), whose mission was to weave a refurbished network among the business community. But the house first bet on its portfolio of financial holdings in maritime transit, mining or else as a leverage to further developments, mainly overseas. Last, Lazard, as we shall see, remobilised its team opened to transatlantic connections, with Pierre David-Weill and André Meyer leading a small team of partners or managers (Jean-Frédéric Bloch-Lainé, Jean Beauvois or Marcel Caroli, joined by Christian Valensi in 1950 and by Jean Guyot in 1952)14. And Lazard’s ambitions even went so far as endeavouring to conquer a decisive stake in Banque de l’Indochine, then also in Paribas in 1954, both offensives being halted, and still blurred in the memory of the Paris market place15… 3. How to identify investment banking versus mere corporate banking? Beyond facts and stories, beyond the history of the links between investment banks and industrial or services sectors, the key issue lies with the very differenciation between them and deposit/commercial banking, when these latter practiced corporate banking, and market and brokerage banking. Once more, the question is: Was about a difference in nature? Or was it only a difference in the degree in involvement to financial activities, merchant banking, investment banking? We will not pretend to reach a comprehensive conclusion, but we shall try to draw the outilines of a differenciation scheme. Without achieving a comprehensive study, we intend to delimitate the spheres of influence of investment banks against commercial banks, to assess how and how much each type developed some competitive edge about issuings syndicates and credit pools, and whether their respective positions revealed a “differenciation” between the portfolio of skills and a difference “in nature” or functions within the French banking system. A. Investment banks defined by banking regulation The new rules set up in 1945/1946 left a specific area to investment banks: differenciation



1990. 13 See Robert Jablon, Laure Quenouelle-Corre, & André Straus, Politique et finance à travers l’Europe du XXe siècle. Entretiens avec Robert Jablon, Brussels, Peter Lang, 2009. Robert Jablon joined Rothschild in 1939 and became a managing director in 1956; at that time Georges Pompidou, the future French Prime Minister and President, was also an executive manager of the merchant bank and appears in a few archives (Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais) when bankers negotiated about co-operative projects. 14 See “Refaire une banque”, in Anne Sabouret, MM. Lazard frères et Cie. Une saga de la fortune, Paris, Olivier Orban, 1987, p. 117-172. 15 Ibidem, p. 131-134.



8 was scheduled by regulation itself16… Whereas deposit banks might not use more than 75 per cent of their permanent funds in investing into firms, the 2 December act17 attributed to investment banks the mission to purchase and hold stakes in companies, to create firms, and to distribute middle and long term loans – whilst specialised institutions guarantees by the State and/or refinanced by Banque de France were to tackle middle and long term credits earmarked to privileged sectors (small and medimum sized enterprises, housing, external trade, etc.). Flexibility increased when another act broadened their portofolio of activities to “credit”18, that is every kind of credits, even short term ones and drafts, which allowed investment banks to assert their skills in corporate banking (along a “one-stop banking” shape – or “all under the same roof”). And rapidly it became obvious that investment banks needed to collect deposits, to fuel short/medium term credits, even if the laws stipulated that they had to focus on two-years or more deposits, and if they might only collect deposits from the firms where they held stakes or which were their clients for credits, or from individuals who held securities and were customers of the private banking division of investment banks, which in fact reflected their practices – and more and more the implementation of these rules got on that level too more flexibility. B. One-stop-shopping for corporate banking? Beyond legal borders, themselves being softened, no “Stalinian-like” fences did transform investment banks into a specialised business model, because deposit bankers tended to braodend their scope from mere commercial and corporate banking to financial initiatives; they balked at being limited to companions of road of more “noble” bodies and to content themselves with distribution and co-financing; there was some scramble for engineering talents in corporate banking, even in merchant banking. a. Corporate bankers as investment bankers? Deposit banks had refurbished their financial department, because they kept demanding securities to broker within their network to individuel investors and within their division of private banking, on one side. Day to day interbank meetings show how far a few “investment bankers” had regained momentum within the financial departments. At Laws of 2 December 1945, 17 May 1946, 28 May 1946. Also see : Records Contrôle des banques, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 129AH112, note “Analyse d’un projet de décret relatif à l’aménagement des règles de fonctionnement de certaines banques”, 14 juin 1946, which reconstituted the evolution of the regulation. 17 “Investment banks are banks which deal mainly with investments and the management of investments in corporations. They only accept demand or term deposits of less than or equal to one year and only from their personnel, their partners in name, limited partners, or from enterprises in which they hold at least 15% of the corporate capital or those they helped create by assuming 15% of the initial capital.” 2 December act. 18 “Those banks are henceforth considered to be investment banks when their principal activity consists of investments or the management of investments and the opening of a credit line without time limit to private enterprises which would benefit from these investments or are called to benefit from.” 17 May 1946 and 28 May 1946 acts. “The relative layout of the opening of a credit line is new and will result in an increase in the number of establishments classified as investment banks. The exact definition of the operations allowed to investment banks cannot be given with any precision till the long-awaited implementing order has not appeared.” report of the general assembly of Association professionnelle des banques, 12 May 1947. “As regards active operations, investment banks have great latitude: in the size of their participation as much as in the length of the duration of credit they can allow. Restrictions were applied only to the numbers of their borrowing clientele, and even here the imprecise terms left the door open to some serious difficulties in their application, [with] the opening of credit to to enterprises which have benefited, do benefit or should benefit from the said investments [whilst] their limited deposits [...] to the underwriters of the shares of companies in which they have invested, on the condition that these underwriters be the bearers of the securities custody accounts on their books.” Note of Crédit lyonnais about banking acts, September 1949 (p. 15-16) and February 1950 (p. 7), records Banking regulation 19391983, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 129AH112. 16



9 Société générale, Louis Beaupère was the head negotiator for the loan and issuing projects, under the guidance of CEO Maurice Lorain, with a team rich with several sub-managers (Pierre Etchecopar, etc.), meeting frequently their partners at Crédit lyonnais, led by Olivier Moreau-Néret, C. Bouis and Charles Brincard (for the distribution of securities), and at CNEP, led by Henry Bizot. Table 5. Corporate bankers as competitors to investment bankers in the 1950s At Société générale At Crédit lyonnais Louis Beaupère19 was a high end Olivier Moreau-Néret20 had been an academics (law, École des sciences inspecteur des Finances at the Finances politiques de Paris) who had joined ministry and an under-manager then Société générale in 1927 at the Études deputy manager at the Mouvement financières department, and he had général des fonds (the Treasury) in become fondé de pouvoirs at the 1923-1925, thus a high civil servant. He direction financière in 1934, subjoined Crédit lyonnais in 1925, as the manager (sous-directeur) in 1939, head of the Genral Accounting division, deputy manager (sous-directeur) in the as general secretary in 1926. From 1940, head manager (directeur) in 1926 onwards he worked at the Affaires 1943 ; he was the directeur de financières department (financial département of the finance division affairs, for the issuance of securities) – since 1942 and thus the main corporate except for a while in 1940-1941. He was banker at Société générale. His career promoted as the head of financial was crowned when he was promoted as affairs in 1947, with the rank of co-CEO, directeur général adjoint (co-deputy then also director-CEO in 1949. He CEO) in 1956 and even directeur général ended his brilliant career as the (co-CEO) in 1967-1969, before his chairman of the bank in 1955-1961, retirement. He had also managed the therefore proving the stature of his investment fund and financial holding portfolio of skills as a corporate banker. of the commercial bank, Société financière de valeurs industrielles et de valeurs de banque in 1936-1939. Louis Etchecopar21, a graduate in law and at Paris Political Sciences School, joined the Études financières départment (financial studies) of Société générale in 1929, where he became fondé de pouvoirs in June 1938, chef de service in August 1940 and chef de division in September 1941, before being promoted under-manager in August 1943, deputy-manager in July 1947, head of the department in March 1958 and reaching the rank of head manager (directeur) in June 1961 – till his death in July 1961). He was Beaupère’s partner in corporate and investment banking throughout these 1940s-1950s years, both piling up a broad capital of skills.



True nucleus of corporate and almost investment bankers sustained competition against the specialists at investment banks. Contending the well-established influential network of investment bankers, each team of corporate bankers entertained its own array of connections among the business communities, which could fuel operations. Crédit lyonnais thus had got in touch with Société générale d’exploitations industrielles, some kind of a financial holding or fund, and was rewarded with financial contrats with its



Record from human resources archives at Société générale historical archives (thanks to archivist Sylvie Guillaudeau). 20 Record from human resources archives at Crédit lyonnais historical archives (thanks to archivist Roger Nougaret). 21 Record from human resources archives at Société générale historical archives (thanks to archivist Sylvie Guillaudeau). 19



10 affiliates, like Colombes-Goodrich22 (then Kleber-Colombes). Deposit banks followed a long term trend to complement their corporate banking division with merchant banking services, first because of the “one-stop-shopping” rule, second because of the revenues drawn from fees, either guarantee fees or brokerage fees (commission de guichet). Prestige was also at stake for banks vying for lead manager rankings like hunting trophies. Last, a few deposit banks had practiced some forms of mixed banking in the interwar period and had then conquered positions which they struggle to keep after WWII, and that was mainly the case for Crédit commercial de France (CCF)23 and for BNCI. b. Converging corporate banking skills Obviously, there was quite not any differenciation between deposit banks and investment banks on these fields. They often shared the same functions and ranks within pools and syndicates. A few examples confirm our perception: at Pechiney (metallurgy and chemicals), the credit pool was “crossed” (“crédit croisé”) between Paribas, Société générale, Crédit lyonnais and CNEP24, and at Saint-Frères (textile) between Paribas and Société générale25; at Alsthom26 (electrical equipment), the whole range of credits was shared between Paribas, CIC, CCF and Banque commerciale de Paris (a little emerging firm practicing corporate and private banking); at Michelin (tyres), between Paribas, Lazard, Neuflize, Banque franco-chinoise and Banque impériale ottomane, both latter being affiliates of Paribas27; at Bull (computers), between Paribas, Crédit lyonnais and BFCE28. At CSF (electronics), with Crédit lyonnais and Banque de l’Indochine, one one side, with Société générale, Crédit lyonnais, Worms and Banque de l’Indochine one another side29; at Saviem (trucks), with Crédit lyonnais30, or at SN MAREP (oil equipment), with Crédit lyonnais31. In that case, the confusion between the deposit banks and the investment bank was thus thorough: Crédit lyonnais had been the leading commercial bank, and all at sudden it learnt that Paribas had offered, negotiated and achieved a long term loan with the firm, of which both were partners as members of the board32 Corporate banking influenced merchant banking by both types of banks. Investment banks could draw on their acute domestic corporate banking department. Because of the expertise of its documentary credit division and of the needs of clients, the BUP team was renowned to finance trade and forex operations, on oil (Compagnie française des pétroles and Compagnie française de raffinage, Desmarais frères), general trade (Gradis), rubber



Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 20 June 1946. When the US group Goodrich ceded a block of equity, SGEI entered the capital of Colombes Goodrich in 1946 and therefore tried to draw Crédit lyonnais as a house bank, at the expense of BNCI (its lead manager), Paribas and Crédit du Nord. The firm became Kleber-Colombes in July 1946. 23 See Jean-Pierre Daviet & Michel Germain, CCF, 1894-1994. Crédit commercial de France, une banque dans le siècle, Paris, Textuel, 1994. 24 Report of the board of Paribas, 31 January 1957, 28 November 1957. 25 Ibidem, 31 January 1957. 26 Report of the board of Paribas, 14 March 1957. See Jacques Marseille (ed.), Alcatel-Alsthom. Histoire de la Compagnie générale d’électricité, Paris, Larousse, 1992. 27 Report of the board of Paribas, 13 June 1957, 18 September 1958 (crédits mobilisables, crédits non mobilisables, crédits mobilisables export, crédits documentaires, etc.) 28 Ibidem, 22 May 1958. 29 Ibidem, 17 July 1958. 30 Ibidem, 18 September 1958. 31 Ibidem, 9 April 1959. 32 “We have reached an agreement with Paribas regarding the division of our respective allotments. It has been agreed that, in banking, our establishment [Crédit lyonnais] will remain the lead underwriter, especially for initiating mid-term credit. As regards financial operations, both our establishments will be co-lead underwriters, with Paribas ensuring the secretariat for all operations concerning shares, while we fulfill a similar role in matters dealing with bond trading.” Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 12 December 1958. 22



11 (Kleber-Colombes), Algerian wine, etc. They asserted themselves too as experts of the new assemblies and chains of credits which helped French firms (but also foreign affiliates in France33) to rebuild their productivity and modernity in the afterwar period. On that field, no differenciation characterised investment banks against deposit banks, but they clung to the club of corporate banking leaders and were not outdistanced. Middle term credits were set up with various types of refinancing py public or semi-public institutions (Crédit national, Banque de France, BFCEBanque française pour le commerce extérieur, the equivalent of the US Exim Bank) for the purchase of equipment goods in France itself, in Europe or in the US. And sometimes investment banks were co-lead managers of such sophisticated loans, like BUP in favour of Papeteries Aussedat for a huge paper pulp machine (1951, five years FRF 160m credit) or to Port autonome du Havre (500m, with 11 per cent to BUP, in 1948)34. Conversely, commercial banks could take profit from their ability to grant easy short-term credits (crédits d’attente) to firms, pending the completion of an issue of securities, which could be an advantage eadge to keep their customers under their umbrella against contending investment banks, thanks to the “all under the same roof” motto. Moreoever, in a few cases, it seems that the model business of investment banks was not cohesive enough, which could weaken their competitive edge. One case fuels this hypothesis, whan Paribas complained of its low part in the equity issue by Pathé-Cinéma in 1946 against the leading role of Crédit lyonnais; that latter proved to Reyre, Paribas CEO, that his bankuing department had turned down credits to the firm, which led that one to consider freshly the offers of Paribas’ merchant banking department35. The more investment banks had become “firm organisations”, the more organisational and operational synergies had to be “reinvented’, thus putting pressure on the head committee; some kind of a “partnership” process or way of life had to be engineered, as was the case at the renewed Lazard house. They had also to react to the resiliency of commercial banks, whose teams had generally speaking crossed the war and Libération and were much experienced: whilst Paribas in the interwar period had launched the Groupement de l’électricité as a co-operative fund issuings bonds in the name of utilities, and engineered in 1946 the Groupement de l’industrie sucrière (for sugar firms), Société générale itself (with Beaupère) conceived in parallel the Groupement des constructions navales, another corporative body36, which proved the competitiveness of corporate bankers. No fixed positions could be defended, as contenders challenged the edge of investment bankers. Even day to day processes show that corporate bankers emulated investment bankers: thus, at Renault, where CNEP was lead manager37, banks organised a visit38 on the field at Boulogne-Billancourt to get conscious of the reality of investments, modernisation, and of the financial needs of the (nationalised) firm, in order to engineering a huge bonds issue, to fix its amount (between 800 and 1,000mf)39, the operation being completed in February 1947. The complementarity between banking and finance fostered an intimate knowledge of the Hubert Bonin & Ferry de Goey (eds.), American Firms in Europe (1890-1980). Strategy, Identity, Perception and Performance, Geneva, Droz, 2008 34 Hubert Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne, op.cit., p. 376-377. 35 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 8 June 1946. “Reyre replied that Paribas’ finance division had ignored the refusal by the banking department. Himself surely would have associated the bank to credit, with respect to the generally applied considerations which had escaped the banking department.” 36 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 21 and 25 September 1946 37 Ibidem, 20 June 1945 (despite the fact that Crédit lyonnais had been lead-manager for the credit pool), 26 January 1955. 38 Ibidem, 9 December 1946. 39 Ibidem, 13, 17 December 1946 and February 1947. 33



12 customers’ situation and needs by deposit banks, which could then activate financial advice and engineering upstream, as “merchant bankers”, thus enriching their skills and ranking with the best investment bankers with resiliency40. C. The legacy of history explaining the convergence of both business models The presence or absence of each bank resulted of the legacy of history, because far earlier it had or not taken part to the creation of the firm, to its rescue or to its development – and a thorough history of French capitalism would be required to explain the presence and ranking of each bank and in our case study of investment banks. The weight of legacy played in both ways because very often an investment bank and a deposit bank were altogether historical partners of a firm, as was the case at Produits chimiques et engrais d’Auby41 in 1946. a. History favouring deposit banks Conversely, the historical legacy could sometimes played in favour of deposit banks. Traditionally Société générale had been much influent by metal manufacturers, and remained for instance lead manager at Forges & chantiers de la Marine and at Tréfileries & laminoirs du Havre42. That was the case at Aciéries de Longwy, where it was the lead manager of a bond issue in 1945 because it had been the house-bank of the firm for decades43; or at Société générale de fonderie44 in 1946. Société générale led operations at Vallourec, Lorraine-Escaut and Sidelor (steel)45 or as Ugine (a competitor to Pechiney) “was a fiefdom of CCF”46. When steel giant Lorraine-Escaut launched its first issuing, Société générale and CIC led it, because they had predominated in the firms which had amalgamated47. Société générale led financial operations at Ciments français48, at Rateau (electrotechnical engineering)49 History or less intensive banking relations with several big firms (Saint-Gobain, Renault, etc.) explain that Paribas had to often satisfy with little bits of the chunk, because competitors controlled the syndicates50 and positions were not to be shaken up. A probing case was Pechiney, where Paribas had to admit that Crédit lyonnais was the lead manager for bonds issuings, because the deposit bank was also the leader of the credit pool (with CNEP), Paribas and Société générale coming second –although with the same percentage for all four)51, because Crédit lyonnais (from the Lyon and Alps region where Pechiney was much active) and CNEP (because of traditional kinks with electricity and electro-industry sectors) had built strongholds there. The Crédit lyonnais records confirm that in several cases deposit bankers were quite able to lead financial operations without any help or



We found such a case at Crédit lyonnais about Société générale d’entreprises, which the bank advised to launch an issue to compensate for a weakened balance sheet, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 15 May 1945. 41 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 25 March 1946, for an equity issue. 42 Ibidem, 6 February 1959. 43 Ibidem, 27 November 1945 (200 mf) 44 Ibidem, 6 February 1946. 45 Ibidem, 3 April 1958. 46 Ibidem, February 1955. 47 Ibidem, 17 June 1955. 48 Ibidem, 30 October 1946 (100mf bonds issue) 49 Ibidem, 31 October 1946 (40mf bonds issue). Société générale, sole lead manager, invited Paribas to join the pool with deposit banks Crédit lyonnais and CNEP. 50 For instance, 2% for Sidelor (steel), report of the board of Paribas, 22 May 1958; 2.4% for Vallourec (steel pipes), ibidem; 1.97% for Saint-Gobain (glass and chemicals), ibidem, 18 September 1958. 51 Letter from Reyre, 7 August 1958, historical archives of Paribas. 40



13 intervention of investment banks. Crédit lyonnais was thus the lead-manager of Duralumin (a metal-working affiliate of Pechiney) and led negotiations, Paribas reaching a back seat thanks to the firm itself52, and Crédit lyonnais managed the Tréfileries & laminoirs du Havre bonds issue53 in 1946 too. Crédit lyonnais was a historical house bank at utility Société lyonnaise des eaux which it had patronaged since its inception in the 1880s and it remained its fiefdom54. Similarly, Peugeot bonds issues were led by Crédit lyonnais55 tant en 1945 qu’en 1955; because of history and also because the family –after bearing some loss of power in the mid-1920s in favour of a small investment banker56 – had been for long reluctant to give leeway ot investment banks fearing of losing its grip on the firm, deposit banks led the issuing syndicate, with Crédit lyonnais as negotatior, and Société générale and CNEP accompanying it as co-lead managers, confining Paribas to a sole 6.023 per cent share57. If credits were shared between banks at Alsthom, the bonds and equity issues in 1946 were assumed by CNEP as sole lead-manager, which only welcome its fellow bankers on the league table as under-contractors58. At Saint-Gobain, two deposit banks managed the equity issue in 1946, without any investment bank, because of their long-term involvement in the firm’s business and because its capital was spread over 35,000 shareholders (22,000 holding less that five shares), which demanded a key role of banking networks to tackle such an issue59. b. History favouring investment banks At Michelin, Lazard and Paribas had been partners for decades and had altogether helped the firm rescuing and purchasing Citroën60 – which explains that Paribas was the main banker of the car firm61. The same co-leadership was exerted at Paris-France, a department store chain62, but Lazard patronaged Schneider Radio-Télévision for its flotation in 1960 because of technological connections with US firms63. Paribas had contributed to the creation and development of CSF and remained its house banker. It had always entertained close partnerships with the business of electricity, either utilities or manufacturers of equipement goods, thus explaining its presence at Alsthom or Pechiney (a big user and producer of power), etc.



Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 10, 22, 28 November 1945. Ibidem, 5 April 1946. 54 Ibidem, 12 September 1960, for a bonds issue, and Paribas had to satisfy itself with a 4.5% share. 55 Ibidem, 12 and 19 September 1945. In 1955 Crédit lyonnais got 30.298% of the issuing in 1955, ahead of Société générale 24.605%, BNCI 19.064%, CNEP 14.344%, far ahead of Paribas, with 6.923%, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, February 1955. 56 See Jean-Louis Loubet, La Maison Peugeot, Paris, Perrin, 2009. 57 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 23 February 1956. But in 1946, the equity increase at Société des automobiles Peugeot was led by Société générale (33.6%) with Crédit lyonnais (22.4%), Ibidem, 20 September 1946. 58 Ibidem, 23 April 1946. 59 Ibidem, 7 March 1946. 60 Hubert Bonin, “Les banques ont-elles sauvé Citroën (1933-1935) ? Réflexion sur la marge d'initiative bancaire”, Revue Histoire, économie, société, 3, 1984, p. 453-472. 61 “Paribas est le principal banquier de Citroën”, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, DAF 1171, 1955. 62 Ibidem, 24 October 1945. When the head of Paris-France wished to call Crédit lyonnais a lead-manager for an operation, the bank had to remind him that he had “ignored the customs”, “an already ancient tradition”, and asked him “to talk to the traditional co-leaders for the issue”, even if, within the following brokerage pool, both investment banks (with 25.2%) are lagging behing Crédit lyonnais, Société générale and CCF. 63 Morgan France, Crédit lyonnais, Rothschild and Mallet also joined the league-table, under the guidance of Lazard, Ibidem, 26 September 1960. 52 53



14 The ancient partnership between investment banks and Compagnie française des pétroles preserved their share in credit lines despite their huge size. BUP for example held a total amount of credit risks of FRF 1,284m64 in 1950. Table 6. Risks of BUP at Compagnie française des pétroles in JanuarySeptember 1950 (FRF million) Domestic discount bills 250.5 Acceptance bills 352.5 Discount bills for imports 805 Security guarantees to Crédit national middle term loans 547



And both BUP and Paribas led the bonds issue of the oil firm in 1960, because “the tables of the 1942 issue served as a base for the new ones”, even if afterwards the brokerage breakdown had to reflect the distribution might of retail banks. Table 7. Bonds issue by Compagnie française des pétroles in February 1960 Paribas 5% BUP 5 Crédit lyonnais 26.775 Société générale 22.950 CNEP 19.125 BNCI (introduced for the first time) 13.130 CCF 5 Lazard (replacing Mirabaud) 3 Source: Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 5 Fébruary 1960.



Each deposit bank and investment bank had built its own network of relationship, and neither Paribas nor BUP could have been active in every company: middle and long term history explains their presence and ranking among, with and often against deposit banks or a few smaller investment banks. Both investment banks found an advantage edge through their property portfolio (portefeuille-titres) as a majority of the firms in with they held a stake were prone to bring banking business to them. BUP thus picked up numerous opportunities of corporate banking from the companies active overseas to which its had been a long term partner, often thanks to its relationship (then merger) with Mirabaud (Optorg, SCAC, Gradis, Phosphates & chemins de fer de Gafsa, Compagnie marocaine, etc.)65. Its privileged connections with Belgian firms and SGB fuelled BUP’s operations with their French affiliates (Petrofina France, Purfina, Raffinerie de pétrole du Nord, etc.). In spite of the leadership of deposit banks, BUP carved out for itself substantial market shares in the banking pools which took form after WWII for thick lines of credits: its global relationship with an array of firms explain that their managers recommended to introduce the investment bank in the pool and to guarantee its stake. Far behind lead manager CNEP, it got 6 per cent of credits at Lesieur (oil) or Lebaudy-Sommier (sugar) 21 per cent)66. Because Paribas had always entertained a strong hub of connections in Scandinavia, it was proposed by Crédit lyonnais to share the lead-management of the flotation in France of Norwegian Ericsson when ITT sold its blocks of equity in 1960: even if Stockholm Enskilda Bank had contacted Crédit lyonnais, this one judged well-fonded to respect such a legacy – all the more because on its side Paribas was in touch for this operation with US investment banks Warburg and Kuhn Loeb67. On their side, even little investment Haute Banque banks indeed succeeded in getting a



Hubert Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne, op.cit., p. 374. Ibidem, p. 372. 66 Ibidem, p. 373-374. 67 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 12 May 1960. 64 65



15 few bits of the market, because of historical and personal links, for instance for Neuflize68, Worms (in naval business, for instance leading a one billion credit to Compagnie générale transatlantique to complete the Ile-de-France flagship (1949), or Lazard (for credits to Shell-Berre, the affiliate of Royal Dutch Shell). Vernes had been the historical companion of Air liquide (chemical gas) and of its group69. And this explains somewhat why BUP absorbed merchant bank Mirabaud in 1953 as in inherited from its broad “address book” and could thus fill partly its gap against Paribas. All on all, differenciation between investment banks and deposit banks did not take shape in this field of domestic commercial banking – which is not an astonishing disclosure –, even if investment banks developed their corporate banking division to feed current cash flows and also to deposits, which were useful for their daily life. D. Investment banks depending on deposit banking for the distribution of securities Inevitably commercial banks, when practicing corporate banking, benefitted from their scale, as the global balance sheet of investment banks lagged far behind those of their competitors. The total amount of the balance sheets of the five largest investment banks represented only a seventh of that of deposit banks. Their “strike force”, for brokering securities, for mobilising availabilities to fuel credits, was to meet invisible ceilings when viying for competing positions with deposit banks. Table 8. Breakdown of balance sheets between commercial and investment banks in December 1948 Millions francs Percentage Total amount of balance 281,480 16.28 sheets of investment banks Among which joint247,939 14,30 stock banks Total amount of balance 1,438,881 83.55 sheets of deposit banks Total for all banks 1,722,987 Source: “Les banques d’afffaires”, Historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 129AH13 Table 9. Breakdown of balance sheets between commercial and investment banks in December 1956 (millions francs) Balance Deposit sheets accounts (comptes créditeurs) Deposit banks Crédit lyonnais 693,2 552,6 Société générale 575,7 447,9 Banque nationale pour 491,1 414,7 le commerce et l’industrie Comptoir national 329,6 251,8 d’escompte de Paris Crédit industriel et 116,9 87,9 commercial Crédit commercial de 101,9 85,4 France Total for the big six 2,304,8 1,840,3 Investment banks Paribas 139 206,5 [with 84,6 123,3 (idem) affiliates Banque



Société française des aciéries de Blanc-Misseron chose Neuflize as its lead manager for a 20mf operation, before retrocessions to a few other banks, Ibidem, 7 December 1945. 69 Vernes was the lead manager of the bonds issue of Société chimique de la Grande Paroisse, an affiliate of Air liquide, Ibidem, 7 January 1946. 68



16 française et italienne pour l’Amérique du Sud and Banque francochinoise pour le commerce et l’industrie] BUP Union européenne industrielle et financière Banque de l’Indochine Banque de l’union des mines Total for the Big Five



65,6 43,9



43,1 29,7



45,7 28,6



14,3 20,8



322,8 192,5 Merchant banks (Haute Banque) 12,9 10,4



De Neuflize, Schlumberger Vernes 8,4 6,2 Mallet 6,6 5,9 Hottinguer 4,1 2,7 Source: note historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 129AH13, September 1958.



The relative weak brokerage force of investment banks is sometimes proven when they found themselves overloaded by securities they had got in issuings, and they struggled to lodge them afterwards through “retrocessions” with low prices, thus spurring discontent among deposit banks70. Because of such an unbalance of weight in favour of deposit banks, investment banks had to sharpen their portfolio of skills to get some edge over them, to engineer new “paths” of banking or finance “innovation”, and to prove themselves more “mobile” and reactive. Such challenges appear clearly when we assess the competitivess of each big bank on the credit and issuing market; thanks to various archives sources71, the issues at stake among bankers preparing operations are commonly the ranks as lead and co-lead manager of every operation, either a credit pool, or an issuing syndicate. Sure deposit banks could take profit from their powerful brokerage. When Papeteries de La Chapelle’s shares were floated, its partner Paribas thought of leading the operation, but its “friend” Crédit lyonnais bitterly reacted, arguing of its sales force; and indeed it sold two-thirds of its chunk through its own customership, having only a third to be retroceded to stock-exchange brokers, conversely with Paribas which picked up customers for a meager third of its part72. But investment banks could response that they benefitted from an intimate relationship with insurance companies – often even patronised by merchant banks from the 19th century – and that they could use this informal network to broaden their sales might. Paribas was admitted among the co-contracting banks at Saint-Gobain in 1958, after high pressure during negotiations, and its CEO “pretended that his bank was able to broker very important amounts of bonds, notably through insurance companies”73. A ceiling was anyway put on such process because insurance assets managers could only absorb “good” and “solid” securities, avoiding start-ups or firms with blurred future or profitability. On its side, to broaden its brokering might, BUP could rely on its connections with local banks in the province, which it had entertained since the interwar period: they 70 That was the case about Pechiney issuing for BUP, Paribas and Banque de l’union européenne-BUE, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 12 January 1955. 71 We scrutinized the reports of the sessions of Paribas (1957-1958) and Banque de l’union parisienne (19451960) boards, and a unique and original series of Crédit lyonnais historical archives, called “Notes de conversations” (1955-1959), that is reports on exchanges between bankers, which allow historians to take part to the very arguments between banks about day to day projects and operations. 72 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 10 January 1957. 73 Ibidem, 31 July 1958.



17 used the investment bank to supply them with packages of securities to broker among their own customership and paid retrocession fees to their Paris correspondant74. And in a few cases, a (secret) agreement between Paribas and Crédit lyonnais (dating back75 to 1933 and redefined76 in 1945-1946) revealed as much useful each time Paribas met difficulties to lodge its chunk of securities and could rely on its partner Crédit lyonnais to relieve it by selling them to its own customers77 – but Crédit lyonnais refused to relay BUP in the case of a huge SNPA issuing78 in 1959 because it did not entertain a similar relationship with Paribas’s competitor. We have also to notice that the Bigh Three kept respecting their (secret/discreet) cartel agreement (dating back79 to 1927/1929 and still renewed80 in 1959) which stimulated that they did not contest their rankings within issuing brokerage syndicates: the possible tricky attempts by investment banks to circumvent deposit banks couldn’t after all but being disappointed… Last, an accord set up in 1942 linked the northern-regional and Paris Crédit du Nord to Crédit lyonnais and Société générale, each one retroceding securities to both others for every operation81. E. Guerilla fighting spirit between investment banks and deposit banks? Year after year investment banks and deposit banks had multiplied case by case agreements, and were differenciating themselves less by the “nature” of their functions or business model and more by the position and ranking inherited from banking and financial history, which helped stabilising balance of power in each industry. But they kept their fighting spirit anyway because they were all nastily trying to change the rules in the name of little changes in their relationship with the customers involved, were they gaining a larger part of credit, joining the pool of a firm because they had been the banker of another company being absorbed by the former one, or because once they had replaced a colleague which had met difficulties in succeeding in mobilising funds or in brokering its layer of securities. Some kind of “guerilla” uses fuelled an unending war of positions among investment banks, but far more often between investment banks and deposit banks. a. Commercial banks’ offensive The ability of commercial banks to short-circuit investment banks is confirmed by successive case-studies. The Esso Standard case Despite Paribas had favoured the birth of Standard Oil’s French affiliate Esso Standard in the 1920s, it could not keep a key role in the credit and the underwriting pools against two leadingdeposit banks, among which Société générale led the move. It had to content itself of following the lead manager in the credit and issuing ligue tables. But all at sudden during a meeting of Standard française des pétroles’ board in September 1945, its representative Oudot learnt that Société générale intended to deprive it of any actual role



Hubert Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne, op.cit., p. 369-371. Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 8 March 1946. 76 Ibidem, 20, 28 August 1945; 10 and 12 September 1945; 9, 15, 19 and 25 October 1945. 77 Several cases can be picked up thus: Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 26 December 1945 (Saint-Frères bonds). Paribas had to retrocede 50 mf of Renault bonds, 50m Ugine, and 50m GICEL to Crédit lyonnais, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 28 May 1957. 78 Crédit lyonnais accepted to broker 100 mf of SNPA bonds of the Paribas share, Ibidem, 29 April 1959. 79 See Hubert Bonin, Les banques françaises dans l’entre-deux-guerres, Tome I : L’apogée de l’économie bancaire libérale française (1919-1935), Paris, PLAGE, 2000. 80 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 6 February 1959. 81 Ibidem, 6 November 1945. 74 75



18 because Société générale and Crédit lyonnais would be sole co-lead managers82! Harsh protests and discussions could not prevent Lorain, the boss of Société générale, to limit Paribas to a mere “co-contracting” bank, under the guidance of its two competitors, with an equal part in the tables, and less for the underwriting, all the more because Paribas had to retrocede part of its share as it was unable to distribute the whole amount83. Table 10. Banking pools at Esso Standard in 1944-1945 (millions francs) Break-down of the Break-down of the Break-down of the bond issuings, 12 credit pool, acceptance credit November 1945 (500mf) December 1944 pool, 1945 (300mf) First draft Officious final break-down Société générale 50 45 115 135.455 Crédit lyonnais 50 45 115 135.455 Paribas 50 45 80 50 CNEP 50 45 100 84.09 CIC 25 30 40 45 CCF 20 40 30 25 BNCI 5 10 20 0 Morgan 20 Chase 10 Guaranty Trust 10 Source: Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 23 August and 13 November 1945



BNCI as a challenger Banque nationale pour le commerce et l’industrie (BNCI) also endeavoured to revive the traditions of its predecessor, mixed bank Banque nationale de crédit84, in order to loosen the leadership (and even on some fields, the cartel, since the end of the 1920s) of the Big Three. BNCI often proposed to financial head-managers better conditions, mainly a higher amount of cash to be given to the firm, would it choose the bank as lead manager instead of its historical partners; but deposit banks stipulated that they would not share the buck with it and leave it alone to face the brokerage mission85. But BNCI went ahead and sometimes gained the contract, mainly for medium-sized firms86. It tried to assert itself by the public firms, arguing of its brokerage power, which it had proven for the State loan Emprunt de la Libération in 1945. Its capacity of nuisance put trouble within the classical circles of big banks – even if it was invited to join a few cartel-like agreements (for instance about the conditions of capital increases87 in 1946) to alleviate market distortions. b. Paribas’ counter-offensive When Freins & signaux Westinghouse chose Paribas88 as lead manager in 1956, Crédit lyonnais protested because its affiliate UCINA had assumed the function for the previous bonds issuings in 1942, 1946 and 1951; but Paribas argued first that it had been the lead manager for the capital increase in 1952 and moreover that UCINA had stolen its function of Ibidem, 3 September 1945. The boss of the firm confirmed that “Société générale and Crédit lyonnais should keep their privileged position” as lead-managers, ahead of CNEP and Paribas, 9 October 1945 83 Ibidem, 13 November 1945. Paribas retroceded 30mf, 10,455m for Crédit lyonnais and Société générale each, and 9,090m to CNEP. 84 Hubert Bonin, La Banque nationale de crédit. Histoire de la quatrième banque de dépôts française en 1913-1932, Paris, PLAGE, 2002. 85 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, several cases in November and December 1945. 86 Ibidem, 8 December 1945, about Charles Tiberghien textile firm (only 20mf) at the expense of Crédit du Nord. 87 Ibidem, 9 November 1945. Crédit lyonnais, Société générale, CNEP and BNCI agreed on floor conditions for fees, for instance (with a 2.5% standard for underwriting, and another 2.5% for distribution). Another meeting, on 6 December 1946, gathering all the banks, discussed on floor conditions about bonds issues, Ibidem, 9 December 1946. 88 Ibidem, 19 July 1956. 82



19 lead manager for bonds to Paribas for the issuing of 1942, all this sparking off fierce debate… Later on, Crédit lyonnais tried to salvage the presence of its group for further bonds issuings by Freins & signaux Westinghouse in front of an hegemonic project of Paribas, because that latter had engineered the financial restructuration of the firm and expected to be rewarded of its involvement89. Some overlapping between corporate banking and investment banking had also effects on balance of power. Room for manoeuver was thus looked for when SACM (electromechanics) projected a bond issuing. Although Crédit lyonnais and BNCI had led the underwriting syndicate in 1952, Paribas tried to convince the firm to broaden its share “in view of the services rendered by our colleague to the company in the Middle East”90, and it succeeded as its role climbed from 4.5 to 7 percent, behind Crédit lyonnais and BNCI (30 percent instead of 32.5 per cent), CCF (22 per cent instead of 25 per cent) because its contacts at the firm demanded their bankers to admit such sales talk… The very difficulty laid there: investment banks used as leverage force their role in corporate banking abroad and international business to get positive fall-outs on their domestic market. A similar case occurred with Saint-Gobain in 1955 when “certain investment banks, which provided notable services to the company, especially in its foreign operations, had come forward to be included in the lists. They vigorously resumed their offensive”91. The firm convinced leading deposit banks to grant a few shares of the issuing: asking 2 per cent each, they gained 1 per cent, that is a foothold, then a final offensive by Paribas by lead manager Société générale was concluded by a triumph with a 2 per cent hold… When Paribas developed its stake as industrial partner with Poliet & Chausson (cement and materials), it tried to use its position as “financier” to reinforce its ranking as “merchant banker”: “Paribas informed us that due to the structural changes in the company’s equity, it would henceforth manage the bond issues with the Société générale as chief underwriter, and that our establishment [Crédit lyonnais], which had been up till then the contracting party, would henceforth become the retrocessionnaire of the two chief underwriters.”92 This stirred protests from “friend” Crédit lyonnais, which ended reconquering its rank as co-lead manager. Companionship did not thus prevent ironfisting, and some differenciation could then be detected because investment banks could take profit from their action as capitalistic and financial partner of firms to demand a farther role in issuings. 3. Investment banks’ differenciation against deposit banks about corporate banking Rebuilding some domestic influence on the course of growth and modernisation, invesment banks fought to regain some competitive edge over their challengers, and to refurbish and sharpen their portfolio of financial competences. The actual differenciation In 1952, “Paribas was pursuaded to come to the aid of this American group which held about a third of the French company’s capital so as to facilitate its exercising its right of application and it continued to hold the corresponding new shares till very recently. On the other hand, Paribas later played a role in the reorganisation of the capital [...]. We [Crédit lyonnais] remarked that the company’s previous loans had been managed by UCINA [a common affiliate to Crédit lyonnais and CNEP, specialised in middle term loans]. We understood Paribas’ situation vis-a-vis the company, but also remarked that in a number of cases, the lead underwritership for capital increase and that for bond issues were not necessarily confided to the same establishment [...]. Paribas felt that after the reorganisation of the affaire, it played an increasingly greater role in the company.” Ibidem, 24 January 1957. 90 Ibidem, 26 August 1955. 91 Ibidem, 22 and 26 October 1955. Paribas got 2%, BUP and BUE each 1%, Worms and Union des mines each 0.5%, etc. 92 Ibidem, 3 November 1955 89



20 came from the financial field, in the very tradition of investment banking – part of the field of “merchant banking”. Paribas mobilised the portfolio of skills of its “départements d’affaires” or investment banking divisions: “The investment banking divisions now had close ties with the companies in which we have interests, aiding them as much technically as financially.”93 One of them was dedicated to domestic investment banking activities. Louis Bricard (the head of the finance department) and Charles Bouzanquet, his fondé de pouvoirs then deputy manager, were (with his deputy Homolle) the key “Paribas men” for the negotiations with the other banks for domestic financial operations, in connection with the corporate banking department – because each development in credit shares could fuel developments in the financial pools. Many meetings were held between the homologues of each bank – and then at the Treasury to fix the calendar of issuings, in order to take into accounts the priority demands of the public sector and the resiliency of the market. A. Struggling for positions of lead manager for the issuing of firms’ bonds As deposit banks reaped profit from brokerage activities and disposed of their huge might on that field thanks to their network of outlets and their “service des titres” in the big branches, they demanded high ranks and key roles in the issues of bonds. Each one also had conquered special positions due to intimate relationship with such or such firm for decades, and there too “history” had to be respected. Therefore was played an awkward game where banks recognised their respective positions but tried each time to climb up or to broaden their package of securities to guarantee or to sell. This game was all the more fanned because Paribas and Crédit lyonnais had concluded their 1933 agreement, still active in the 1950s. Both had agreed to share information and moreover to share every operation, provided that historical inheritance of each partner be preserved. Such a partnership was respected, even if on a few occasions both banks tried to short-circuit the other one, opening doors to arguments – but their records are much helpful to reconstitute banks’ modus operandi. These points are clues that the two types of banks did share the same portfolio of skills indeed, for managing issuings and brokering bonds, and even for the guarantee syndicates. Differenciation was to be found classically in the more important role played by investment banks in the guarantee syndicates, or in their ability to reach lead manager functions more frequently. History explains that Paribas was lead manager for the issuings of bonds at CSF94, of Bull95; that Paribas was a key broker for the account of steel companies (Forges & aciéries du Nord & de l’Est-FANE), of metallurgy, mechanics, engineering and electrical engineering (Ateliers de construction Schwartz-Hautmont, Batignolles-Châtillon96, Les exploitations électriques et industrielles, Fives-Lille97), of electrical and electronical equipment (LMT, Compagnie de signaux & d’entreprises électriques)98, of oil firms (SNPA-Société nationale des pétroles d’Aquitaine99, SN-MAREP100), of overseas firms (Compagnie marseillaise de Madagascar101), and for Hachette, a long-term partner. The long term partnership with



Paribas yearly report, 27 May 1948. Report of the board of Paribas, 18 July 1957 – Paribas tackled 2,353 mf against a total amount of 4,814 mf. 95 With a part of 17.3% in 1959, report of the board of Paribas, 21 May 1959. 96 Paribas was the lead manager in 1955, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 30 June 1955. 97 Ibidem, 2 July 1958. 98 Paribas yearly report, 27 May 1948, where a little list is thus supplied. 99 With 11.88%, report of the board of Paribas, 22 May 1958, or 11.75% for another issuing, ibidem, 21 May 1959 and Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 107 May 1958. The four big deposit banks got 64 per cent, whilst Paribas and BUP got 18 per cent. 100 With 35.75%, report of the board of Paribas, 22 May 1958. 101 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 30 April 1946, for a bond issue. 93
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21 Citroën gave first rank to Paribas102. In the case of leadership, subtle ways were used to assert differenciation against deposit banks. For the Fives-Lille103 bonds issuing in 1955, Paribas was “co-contracting leadmanager” with CCF and Crédit lyonnais, but sole “negotiator”; the three leaders got one third of the syndicate, and only afterwards “retroceded” part of their chunk to other deposit banks, Paribas ending keeping only 10 per cent, but enjoying a substantial share of the 5.5 per cent fees beforehand. But in another case Crédit lyonnais was the negotiator, which shows that no “difference of nature” actually separated deposit banks and investment banks in the field of merchant banking, but only respective positions and strongholds – and both (with Crédit lyonnais’s representative as deputy chairman) were members of the board of SICOVAM, the collective professional institution managing the clearing of securities104. At Bull, Paribas and Crédit lyonnais were co-lead managers of the guaranty syndicate105 in 1956, which allowed Paribas to get 19.2 per cent of the brokerage (38.4 per cent for Crédit lyonnais), but Paribas had to admit Crédit lyonnais as its partner, because of the need to get access to a large brokerage network. B. Struggling for positions of lead manager for the increases of firms’ capital Similar balance of power existed for capital increases. Sure they were a specialty of investment banks, but deposit banks feuded with them to inflate” their part of fees. On numerous occasions Paribas was thus kept aside with meager percentages106 or with fatter ones, but with a weak role in the syndicate107. Conversely, the historical connection of Paribas with steel companies in the northern region explains its proeminent role there (often as “centralisateur”) and lead or co-lead manager of the syndicates; it had godfathered Forges & aciéries du Nord & de l’Est in the interwar period, which promoted it as the lead manager of its successor (after mergers) Usinor from the 1950s108 – but not for the bonds issuings, where CNEP led operations109. Similarly it led or co-led operations in the oil sector, which it had for long patronised (since the 1920s), especially its close customer Esso Standard (the subsidiary of US Standard Oil)110, about SNPA111, FORENCO112, or SN MAREP113; in various fields of equipment goods114, or at Bull115 which it had patronised since its inception.



Ibidem, 13 January 1955. Ibidem, 19 November 1955. Finally, Société générale got 24.30%, CNEP 4%, BNCI 4.60%, Crédit du Nord 9.70%, whilst co-leaders kept 18.30% (CCF) and 28.90% (Crédit lyonnais). 104 Société interprofessionnelle pour la compensation des valeurs mobilières had been set up in 1950; Louis Bricard (Paribas) and Robert d’Eichthal (Mirabaud) then Frédéric Cruse (Neuflize-Schlumberger) represented investment banks on tbe board in the mid-1950s. 105 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 28 February 1956. 106 With for example 5.25% at Saint-Gobain, report of the board of Paribas, 10 January 1957. 107 With 39.4% at Neyrpic (electro-engineering), report of the board of Paribas, 10 January 1957. 108 As for Usinor’s capital increase in 1957, with “Paribas centraliseteur de l’opération”, report of the board of Paribas, 7 November 1957. 109 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 11 May 1955 110 For Esso Standard’s increase of capital in 1958, Paribas was the lead manageur and the centralisateur, report of the board of Paribas, 18 September 1959. 111 Report of the board of Paribas, 16 January 1958 and 20 November 1958. See Emmanuel Terrée & Alain Beltran, Elf Aquitaine, des origines à 1989, Paris, Fayard, 1998. 112 Compagnie nouvelle de forages pétroliers, report of the board of Paribas, 17 April 1958. 113 Report of the board of Paribas, 19 February 1959 (with 44,25% of the operation). 114 Delattre & Frouard, report of the board of Paribas, 17 April 1958; 115 Report of the board of Paribas, 22 May 1958 and 19 February 1959. Paribas got 64% of the shares issued in 1955, against Crédit lyonnais 27% and BNCI 9%, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, February 1955. 102 103



22 Only a comprehensive survey of financial operations could establish the whole range of Paribas’ influence and achievements; the outcome would not be different from our analysis. Balance of power among banks was not actually “contested”; their room for manoeuvre was not flexible because fixed positions were admitted by the community of banking business. Where investment banks were strong before WWII, they kept their shared strongholds: “The lists of equity increase guarantors are rather limited. They depend greatly on the past, and admitting new entries remains a dicey proposition.” 116 “BUP was the French lead manager (with 21 per cent of the guarantee pool of Petrofina belge in 1950 because of its close connections to the SGB group. At Compagnie française des pétroles, investment banks led the moves because they had been its godfathers since its inception: both BUP and Paribas were lead-managers for the equity increases in 1946 (with 26.4 per cent each) and in 1947 (to FRF 5,2b) (with 24.8 per cent each). Conversely, at Bergougnan (rubber products), Paribas and BUP lagged (with 5.715 per cent each) far behing lead manager Crédit lyonnais (20 per cent) and the other big deposit banks (11.428 per cent each for Société générale, CNEP and BNCI)117 because of the influence of Lyon over close Auvergne. At Vallourec (steel pipes), BUP and Société générale led operations because they had patronised the amalgamation of several companies into this former in the interwar period118. C. Changes because of amalgamation moves But structural changes could move respective positions, as it was the case when Simca absorbed Ford France in 1955: whereas investment banks Paribas and UEIF were its leadmanagers for capital increases, they had to welcome deposit bank BNCI because it was the lead-manager at Ford119; and UEIF had to share power with BNCI for bonds issuings, before also admitting Crédit lyonnais120. Conversely, whereas that latter had been the house bank of Unic (trucks), it had to admit that Paribas became the lead manager for financial operations because the investment bank was the lead manager at Simca, which owned half of Unic121. When the two companies in equipment engineering Fives-Lille and Cail merged in 1958, negotiations had to recognize the leading role of Paribas for the first one and of BUP for the second; both became co-lead managers, but the intimacy between both firms and Crédit lyonnais led this latter to demand to join these banks as a third co-lead manager122. Clever calculations established an average of all banks’ ranking for credits one one hand and fort capital increase on the other hand, balancing the weight of each amalgamated firm (77.6 per cent and 22.4 per cent) – which would lead to 25.20 per cent each for Paribas and cf, to 15 per cent to CCF and 10 per cent to BUP. This case study confirms our point that the finance department of corporate banking at deposit banks had no difference in nature with that of investment banks: “We [Crédit lyonnais] would like to review with Mr. Bricard [Paribas] the sharing of the allocations between our two establishments regarding the financial operations, the equity increases and bond issues of the new company which can be considered as our joint creation. We think that a strict equality between our establishments in regard to this affaire should translate itself in the following manner: for the equity increases and the bond issues, the negotiations with the 116 Message of Crédit lyonnais to Neuflize, 22 February 1955, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais. 117 Ibidem, 26 January 1955. 118 Ibidem, 3 April 1958. BUP had absorbed merchant bank Mirabaud in 1953, which had godfathered Vallourec. 119 Ibidem, 22 March and 19 July 1956. Lazard was also invited because of its ability to lodge bonds in the US. 120 Ibidem, 10 December 1958.. 121 Ibidem, 15 June 1956. 122 Ibidem, 18 April 1958 and 2 July 1958.



23 company should be conducted jointly by Paribas and Crédit lyonnais. The secretariship could be taken up by Paribas for the equity increases and by Crédit lyonnais for the bond issue”123 – even if Reyre, Paribas CEO, contended that the bigger size of Fives-Lille should push Paribas ahead of Crédit lyonnais for the equity increases. “In our view [Crédit lyonnais], the relative weight of the two venerable businesses should in no way influence the allocations and the profits, and our proposals regarding this seem to us to be equitable and in conformity with the idea of equality between our establishments and which has remained the guiding principle all through our negotiations regarding the coming together of the two companies.”124 Every opportunity to change the balance of power and the subtle breakdown of rankings in issuings pools had to been seized by partners/contenders, and investment banks did not escape that game. D. Investment banks as merchant bankers One practical way to assert themselves as the lead manager from the start was to engineer the floatation of a company which they had patronised for long. That was the case for Paribas about equipment goods, either mechanical ones (Stein & Roubaix125 or Forges & aciéries du Nord & de l’Est-FANE126, then big firm Usinor127 in 1957), electro-mechanical ones (Société anonyme de télécommunications128), new technologies (Technicolor129), or about oil equipment (FORENCO130). BUP also patronised a few firms for their floatation131 (Presses de la Cité, Soudure électrique Languepin, Clin Byla (pharmaceutics) in 1956, Glacières de Paris and MECI-Matériel électrique de contrôle industriel in 1958, and Petersen (sea transit) in 1960. Such “blue angel” activity fuelled the life of the property assets management (portefeuille titres): “The increase in the share portfolio was due, in large part, to investments in the equity increases of companies in which we already had interests, and to a lesser extent, to our participation in the equity of newly created companies.”132 But family business sometimes was reluctant at opening part of their equity to an investment bank, because they feared to open gates to some imperialist immixtion133: bankers had to progress slowly and artfully. In parallel, the entry of an investment bank in the capital of a company opened doors to a whole range of banking and finance services, which could overcome the middle term relationship of the firm with its traditional deposit banks. BUP was a constant partner of medium-sized firms, like Clause (seeds), which it helped increasing its equity in 1946 and 1949, leanding money to the family to allow her to keep control of the capital – and BUP accompanied likewise a handful of companies at the turn of the 1950s when they fought to adapt their financial ground to rapid growth: L’Entrepôt de Grenelle, Primistères, Blachère (trade houses), Chausson (mechanics) (with Crédit lyonnais lead manager of the brokerage pool), Morane-Saulnier (aerospace), Sirey (publishing), Papeteries de Rives, CampenonIbidem, 2 July 1958. Ibidem, 2 July 1958. 125 Report of the board of Paribas, 18 June 1959. 126 Paribas yearly report, 27 May 1948. 127 Paribas yearly report, 22 May 1958. See Éric Godelier, De la stratégie locale à la stratégie globale : la formation d’une identité de groupe. Usinor, 1948-1986, Paris, EHESS, 1995. 128 Paribas yearly report, 27 May 1948. 129 Ibidem, 12 May 1955. 130 Report of the board of Paribas, 19 June 1958. 131 Hubert Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne, op.cit., p 425. 132 Paribas yearly report, 28 May 1953. 133 “He would like to avoid at all costs having to take recourse to the services of an investment bank which would very likely hold an important minority bloc and could come in his way”, told the head of Rivoire & Carret (food pasta) to Crédit lyonnais, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 14 March 1957. 123
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24 Bernard (public works) – and its stake in Campenon-Bernard was the third asset of its property portfolio134 in 1948 –, or else135. When Paribas purchased a stake of Papeteries de La Chapelle136, it became instantly its financial engineer and short-circuited somewhat Crédit lyonnais, its commercial banker, which had drawn up in December 1955 the outlines of a program of reorganisation of the basis of the paper manufacturer (middle term loan, issuing of bonds, then of shares). Tensions aroused between the two (“friendly”) banks137… before a gentlemen’s agreement was reached; and the same situation had to be taken into account by Société générale when Paribas became a share- and stake-holder at CENPA (paper) and Poliet & Chausson (cement). A determinant role in “merchant banking” fostered a key role first in investment banking (for securities issuings and the ranking of “negotiator” with the other banks and of co-lead manager) and later on in corporate banking (with an increased part within the credit pool) – even if finally the part of investment banks in the brokerage pool lagged behind those of deposit banks138. Differenciation laid in the bargaining power of the investment bank which could pretend playing a broader game thanks to its power of holding stakes in companies and using this function as a leverage force into corporate and investment banking. That was the case about SN MAREP (oil equipment) when Paribas tried to reap profit from its position as key stakeholder to braoden its interventions from finance to credit, instead of leaving such activity to the other partner of the firm, Crédit lyonnais. That latter had to intervene harshly and contested such move – which led to the admission of an “error” by Paribas and the confirmation of the previous agreements: “It was agreed that the Crédit lyonnais, which was the oldest investment bank, would remain the lead manager in matters regarding credit, especially mid-term credit. As for the financial operations, the two of us agreed to be co-lead managers, with Paribas ensuring the secretaryship for shares operations while we fulfilled a similar role as regards bond loans.”139 Such operations on equity and flotations were at term worthwhile because they proved some degrees of differenciation in favour of investment banks and they gave them means of manoeuvre as they might argue from their specific skills to negotiate bigger chunks of financial operations, as leverage to broaden their scope in investment banking far beyond mere corporate banking. 4. Investment banks as pathbreakers: Pioneering for new products Such path was to be followed more strongly whether big investment banks wished to BUP records, 1947-1953, historical archives of Banque de France. Hubert Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne, op.cit., p. 365-366. 136 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 10 January 1957. 137 “Mr. Bricard [Paribas] observed that Paribas had invested in the capital of the company and further, that it would be responsible for introducing its shares at the Paris Stock Exchange. It is because Paribas had injected funds in the company on the occasion of its increase of capital stock that it could ask for a part in the mid-term credit for which our establishment [Crédit lyonnais] is the chief underwriter [...]. For the past ten years we have supported the company through some difficult times and it is painful to see Paribas putting at risk, by its intervention, financial projects which we helped set up, while at the same time attribute to itself the role of chief underwriter for a bond loan for which we had already approached the company earlier. Mr. Bricard understands our position, but he has pointed out that it is at the request [of the chairman] himself that he approached our establishment regarding the loan floatation. We have not insisted upon any modification of our relationship concerning this issue and by consequence, we have accepted the role of co-chief underwriter offered to us”, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 14 June 1956. 138 For the 1956 bonds issuing of Papeteries de La Chapelle, Paribas got 16% and BUP 4%, whilst deposit banks got 30% (Crédit lyonnais), 20% (Société générale), and 15% (BNCI and CIC), because an ultimate negotiation allowed Paribas to got 1 per cent more than BNCI and CIC, reducing BUP from 5 to 4 per cent. Ibidem, 14 June 1956. 139 Ibidem, 26 January 1959. 134 135



25 preserve their positions among French banking business because competition intensified after WWII. First BUP absorbed Mirabaud and restarted its combative strategy on which it had had to halt in the 1930s when it had faced huge systemic difficulties. Second, Union européenne industrielle et financière-UEIF commenced to diversify its field of customership: it had been the house bank of the Schneider group (steel, mechanics and electrical engineering), but it extended its relationship, even having merged with the other bank of the group, Banque des pays du Nord, in 1943 and chosing the status of banque d’affaires in 1946. Third, Lazard itself, prone of lean management and merchant banking, played a bigger role on international operations. Even Rothschild re-emerged from its lethargy and launched a few targetted offensives (on overseas fields, mainly). Last, but not least, big deposit banks sharpened their corporate banking department when the shock of their nationalisation was forgotten and when the Paris market place became convinced that they were still actual banks and deprived of genuine immixtion from the State into their day to day management. Crédit lyonnais struggled to keep its edge over its brilliant seconds and moreover over “dissenter” BNCI, which had launched a thorough offensive to shake the positions of its well-off competitor. Investment banks revived their tradition of pathbreaking innovation and initiatives: they had to set up new products, new firms, to prospect new fields. Such a pioneering process was the only way to get a direct and broad access to a rejuvenated and larger customership, because acting as creators and partners of a large array of firms opened doors to privileged financial and even banking business with them, for about a dozen years. The second purpose was to mobilise “sleeping” funds of institutional investors (even nationalised ones) and the assets available at deposit banks (even nationalised ones too) to fuel cash into a collective or “co-operative” way of modernising and developing the Paris market place through the financing of new forms of “private” projects in finance, real property or specialised credits, in parallel with the public circuits of the Treasury, of specialised public financial institutions and of the “Plan”. All in all, public authorities more and more favoured such a renewal of private initiatives because leftits and moderates were well aware that France had to favour a model of “mixed economy” as the State could not finance and tackle every sector of growth; and investment bankers also worked with the Treasury to conceive the day to day changes in law which the engineering of new forms of financing and banking demanded: a community of public/private interests thus took shape from the 1950s in the name of expansion and renewal. Investment bankers were not “dissenters” at all, even if they acted on the margins of the well-established ways of practicing classical banking, even if they became pathbreakers and pioneers. A. Pioneering for investment funds Far from the further and larger steps of the 1960s-1980s, financiers and bankers commenced to think of financial vehicles which could manage collectively assets brought by institutional investors, in a way to introduce in France some kind of “trusts” developed in the City (where laws had authorised “trust” as soon as 1887-1888, either independant ones, or linked with banks, like at Barclays since 1910) or moreover in the US (where already 2,561 “trusts” existed in 1924, with trusts departments set up within US banks). Some kind of a “model” had been established in 1946 with Société nationale d’investissement, patronised by the authorities (acts of 2 December 1945 and 30 June 1952), which welcomed for instance a few investments from the Treasury of Compagnie du canal de Suez140. They hoped to spur the revitalizing of the Paris market place after the See Hubert Bonin, History of the Suez Canal Company, 1858-1960. Between Controversy and Utility, Genève, Droz, 2010.
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26 shock of nationalisations, and also to foster instruments able to subscribe to bonds issued by the nationalised utilities. investment banks able to propose such financial vehicles could take profit from brokering their shares, from selling them securities which they had to dispose of when they acted as members of issuing syndicates, and also indirectly with the possibility to lodge their part of the stakes in companies which helped them to be their strategic partners. Such instruments could also welcome funds rapatriated from abroad when the perspectives of decolonisation and even nationalisations (or expropriations) more and more enticed wealthy investors to reorient their assets from the colonial empire to Paris. Such (“closed”, because unquoted, till the mid-1960s) funds could not but strengthen the financial might of investment banks and their influence among investors and on the stock exchanges, in Paris or abroad. Paribas seized the opportunity of the 1952 act to launch two investment funds, Compagnie d’investissement et de placement (CIP), and Société de placements sélectionnés en France et à l’étranger (SPS): “Your establishment, which has contributed actively in their creation, will continue to play an important role in their management.” 141 The trend was amplified at the end of the 1950, when Paribas engineered142 Compagnie d’investissement en France et à l’étranger and Compagnie générale d’investissement – floated on the stock exchange143 in 1958. In both cases it brought them a few lines of its own stakes in companies which it had patronised, Compagnie française des pétroles or else144. Some months later, when Compagnie française des câbles télégraphiques was refocused on its core industry and when this latter was split off into an autonomous affiliate, Paribas kept the participations of CFCT in its subsidiaries under the umbrella of CFCT, thus transformed into an investment fund, enriched with numerous own stakes brought by Paribas145. As a minority stake-holder, Paribas also took part to a few other fund, like L’Union d’investissements146. On its side, Rothschild also mobilised its experience in managing its own family investments funds (Compagnie du Nord, Paris-Orléans, PLM) to set up an investment fund able to draw assets of life-insurance companies, Société d’investissements du Nord147, in 1953. At the end of our period of study, investment banks were involved in ythe meetings with State authorities to introduce in Paris mutual funds (fonds communs de placement) (under a 28 December 1957 act)148, but brakes were put by deposit banks which argued that such innovation could hinder the brokerage of State treasury bonds among middle class saviors. Differenciation could be found out in some attitudes: path-breakers thought of a market able to show resiliency, stimulated by innovative products, whereas more conservative stances envisioned some “closed-shop” market, which could have missed the perception of the growth in standard of life and therefore savings due to the success of Reconstruction and then of Trente Glorieuses.



Paribas yearly report for 1952, 23 May 1953. Report from the Paribas board, 21 February 1957. 143 Ibidem, 19 June 1958. 144 Paribas brought to Compagnie générale d’investissement stakes in Compagnie française des pétroles, CSF, Citroën, Engrais & produits chimiques, and BPEC, report from the Paribas board, 21 February 1957. 145 Report from the Paribas board, 7 November 1957. Paribas brought stakes (equities in Compagnie française des pétroles, Norsk Hydro, Hachette, Saint-Gobain, Banque ottomane, Compagnie générale industrielle, ONA, Poliet & Chausson, Citroën, Bull, SNPA, Banque nationale du Mexique, BFIAS-Sudaméris, Banque franco-chinoise, etc.) for an amount of 3,129 mf, thus added to assets of 871m to constitute a holding of FRF 4 billion. 146 It joined the increase of equity from 750 to 3,000 mf by bringing an amount of securities of 100m, report from the Paribas board, 21 May 1959. 147 Robert Jablon, op.cit., pp. 106-109. 148 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 24 December 1958 141
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27 B. Pioneering for real estate schemes Like in other west-european developed countries, French growth depended on the restarting of the building industry149. In parallel with a few imaginative “professionals” from the real estate and building industries (and sometimes competing with them), investment banks took part to the broad rejuvenating of the Paris market place about financing real estate developments. Re-igniting the innovative spirit which in the interwar period had led to establish a handful of real estate finance companies to build middle classes housing (in Paris: RIVP-Régie immobilière de la Ville de Paris, chaired by Bédier) before their action had been suspended by the slump then by the war, new “financial” products were set up, through co-operative vehicles drawing institutional investors and bankers, to share risks and knowledge. Paribas was quite path-breaking on that field through its dedicated department and specialists headed by Bédier150: reports on their initiatives151 dated back to 1955, about housing for American soldiers (because of NATO), for middle classes or for commercial property developments (when commercial centres appeared), for companies wishing to lodge their employees (Renault, Le Printemps, etc.), or else. But its challenger BUP also feuded to assert its grip on part of these new outlets. The scheme was simple: while national and local public authorities invested massively in social housing, private institutions had to grapple with the demand for middle class collective housing, spurred by the growth in standard of life and a system of family loans sponsored by the State (Crédit foncier de France). New financial vehicles, acting as real estate developers, and building companies were to act altogether to purchase plots to be transformed into buldings, either within Paris (to replace plants or warehouses) or in the suburbs. Banking profits were to flow because loans were to be issued by these cooperative real estate developers, because treasury availabilities had to be managed, because the interlocked partners of investment banks, especially among insurance companies, could be invited to purchase shares of the financial vehicles and moreover afterwards the buildings themselves to invest part of their reserves. A thorough “system” was therefore to ripen, and the banks able to take the lead would be able to pile up cash flows, fees and finally profits. On its side, Paribas associated itself with half-public bank Crédit foncier to create SACI-Société auxiliaire de construction immobilière, which gained momentum from the mid-1950s, to become a key actor of the industry for the next decades: it tackled thus programs for 3,000 flats as soon as 1959. Paribas engineered the initiative under the Groupement d’études immobilières gathering sixteen members152 (insurance companies) intending to investing their assets in its programs. Last (for our period of study), when the State and the business circles agreed to draw a new type of investment companies dedicated to real estate, benefitting with tax relief, société immobilière d’investissements conventionnée (SIIC or SII), all investment banks created their own array of firms, managed from a mother company, equipped with the portfolio of engineering and finance skills. Sure, competitors were to be found among wealth management specialists, real estate (Immobilière Constructions de Paris, within the André Weill group) and building groups. But investment banks were among the first pathbreakers on that field, with Paribas launching Union immobilière de France153 in 149 See Sabine Effosse, L’invention du logement aidé en France. L’immobilier au temps des Trente Glorieuses, Paris, Comité pour l’histoire économique et financière de la France, 2003. 150 The team comprised first of Netter, CEO of OTH, and of Martin, boss of the industry and property division, and, underneath, of Maurice, Coiffard, Coudry and Schmidt, before being extended at the turn of the 1960s. 151 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 22 April 1955. 152 Ibidem, 5 May 1955. 153 Ibidem, 19 December 1958. Paribas invested by itself 100 mf, like is partners among banks (Crédit foncier, Sous-Comptoir des entrepreneurs, Crédit lyonnais) or insurers (Nationale-Vie, Nationale RD, Assurances



28 January 1959, competing with the Banque de l’Indochine group154 or with the BUP group (Compagnie française pour le financement de la construction, gathering Crédit foncier, Groupement foncier français155, insurance companies, Neuflize156). Commercial banks only followed with credits, because their legal and practical way of file still prevented them to initiate such moves: “We do not think that, in the circumstances, the deposit banks could play the leading role.”157 The State Treasury did agree with such a stance158, confirmed by a meeting of deposit banks159 when they decided to join every project without competing one against another and to follow a passive modus operandi. Differenciation prevailed in favour of investment banks, structuring groups of direct and indirect investors upstream and pools of investment and commercial banks to fuel loans downstream. Commercial banks anyway intervened foir the credit pools, for instance at Immobilière Constructions de Paris where cl and sg were lead-managers for its sii Cofimeg160 In parallel, Paribas perceived the promising perspectives opened by social housing, because social-christian private employers commenced to invest a percentage of their wage bill into housing for their employees, before all firms had by law (1953, through “1% logement patronal”) to follow this path; and a huge majority chose to orient this cash towards collective institutions, which earmarked the collected amounts to real estate developments all over the country. The Paribas team instantly set up its engineering affiliate, Omnium technique de l’habitation (OTH), as soon as 1947, to gather building companies and employers’ institutions. And the rebirth of RIVP-Régie immobilière de la Ville de Paris from the mid-1950s added momentum to that trend because both Paribas and BUP were its sponsors. BUP by itself also jumped on the property train and set up its own handful of dedicated affiliates: Union parisienne pour le logement, for social housing,; then, from 1955, a club of real estate companies all managed centrally (by COGISA-Compagnie générale immobilière, SOPADOG, and Société auxiliaire de gestion & d’administration) but adapted to each housing program, with about 2,300 flats being delivered in the second half of the 1950s, with a main investment to engineer a commercial centre surrounded by buildings at the centre of Rueil (west of Paris)161. A whole range of financial tools were therefore available at Paribas to put footholds on every segment of the real estate market: “The industrial department has pursued, with the help of specialised subsidiaries such as the Omnium technique de l’habitation and the Société auxiliaire de construction immobilière, the study and realisation of several major real estate transactions : contruction of buildings for public bodies and large industrial organisations, living quarters for company personnel, owner-occupier dealings, commercial or mixed construction projects, ownership of smallholdings.”162 And investment banks were happy to practice commercial banking with all these companies, directly to them, or indirectly and more and more to the property companies (sociétés civiles immobilières) set up for each real estate program, which consumed middle term générales, Mutuelle française-Vie, Urbaine-Vie, L’Urbaine & La Seine, La Sequanaise, La Populaire-Vie – with Vie nouvelle providing 50m). But affilialtes of Paribas also were involved (UCB and CFEC with 25m each), thus giving Paribas the second rank (150m) with 7.5% of the 2,000 mf equity, behind the Crédit foncier group (200m). 154 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 30 July 1958. 155 Groupement foncier français was itself set up by insurance companies, either acting in direct, or following investment banks, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 11 December 1958. 156 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 13 November 1958. 157 Ibidem, 10 November 1958. 158 Ibidem. 159 Ibidem, 1st December 1958. 160 Ibidem, 1960. 161 Hubert Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne, op.cit., p. 440-443. 162 Paribas yearly report for 1952, 23 May 1953.



29 loans pending the sale of the flats (to individual investors) or of the while building (to insurance companies)163. Investment banks also competed for city equipments, car garages in Paris – BUP and Paribas both fighted one against another on that field164 – or the emerging commercial centres welcoming the first supermarkets. C. Pioneering for specialised credits schemes Investment banks played a significative role in the diffusion in France of “specialised credits”, that is credits attributed for precise and case to case borrowings. Sure, credits to car purchases had already been introduced in the interwar period by Citroën and Lazard through SOVAC, which regained momentum after WWII; and commercial banks had developed middle-term credits to their corporate clients through affiliates (UCINA for Crédit lyonnais and CNEP, etc.)165 to short-circuit their liquidity rules. But the perspectives of a rapid growth in the 1950s for the equipment either of firms or of households paved the way for initiatives from bankers. Deposit banks were not able to assume such a risk – only in the 1960s did they intervene in direct on some segments of that field –, and differenciation advantaged investment banks. But two well-known “dissenters” were in fact pioneering for such new credit products and sketching the outlines of future invstment banking groups. On one side, Jacques de Fouchier had left the public administration to build (surrounded by a dozen of hig level managers166) a broad group of little banks oriented towards specialised credits, first for the leasing of equipment goods (UFB) – after a 1951 act had stipulated that these goods might serve as pledges for loans –, second for lending to real estate developers or households investing in their home (CFEC-Compagnie française d’épargne et de crédit in 1954; UCB-Union pour le crédit au bâtiment), third for the purchase consumption goods (CETELEM in 1953)167. Because these pioneering banks had no cash, they needed a more and more extended refinancing at banks; and investment banks Paribas and BUP set up the pools under their own guidance and guarantee (earning thus fees and somehow thick layers of the pools), which gathered commercial banks; till 1960, these specialised banks might not get access on their own resources (deposits or bonds), and had to use the pools to finance their rapid growth, and they acted almost as “établissements de place” or “co-operatives supported by the community of Paris banks”, first because this latter delayed understanding the prospects of such new “products” and relied on the former to open up the paths of innovation. Only investment banks could first take the risk of setting up the pools of financing because their balance sheet supplied them with first-hand counterparts in case of failures168, and because they were used to engineer and manage banking pools earmarked See for example report from the Paribas board, 7 November 1957, or 18 September 1958 – when the credit line to the SACI group reached 927 mf. 164 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 12 June 1956. 165 Hubert Bonin, Les banques françaises dans l’entre-deux-guerres, Tome II : Les banques & les entreprises en France dans l’entre-deux-guerres (1919-1935), Paris, PLAGE, 2000. 166 Jacques de Fouchier, La banque et la vie, Paris, Odile Jacob, 1989, p. 71. 167 De la 4CV à la video. CETELEM, 1953-1983, ces trente années qui ont changé notre vie, Paris, Communica international, 1983. 168 “I only came to understand later, as and when I began exploring the large niches left in quasi-neglect by the French banks, the far-off origins and the recent vicissitudes which could explain their tendency towards archaism, self-satisfaction and rigidity. But there was no need for long reflection to discern the signal opportunity offered by the combination of a still private sector and a general climate steeped in governmental inhibitions to novices of my type. I had the opportunity to catch the general outlines at my very first conversations with my future partners. It was almost immediately clear that while my projects – and I myself – evoked sympathy, or even simply the desire to remain close to a promising young man, not one of them wanted to risk on their own to be at my side. The stating of modest claims to begin with, and – to speak in the language that I would soon learn – the syndication of the risks I was about to ask them to take, were the two conditions required in order to have any chance of their following me.” Jacques de 163



30 to fresh developments along with formulas of risks syndication (syndication des risques), which explains the key role assumed by Paribas and BUP in the refinancing pools169, BUP bearing 13.5 per cent of the FRF 800m pool of the UCB for instance. In parallel, challenger Jack Francès engineered a competing group of specialised banks, for housing and real estate (Immobilia, then Banque de La Hénin) or for consumption goods (Sofinco170). This pioneer had first levied cash by purchasing an array of little investment funds left behing by nationalised collieries or utilities and managing avalaible assets, then by taking the control of a small investment bank, Banque de l’Union des mines, last by being sponsored by Banque de l’Indochine – a colonial bank starting the redeployment of its assets from Indochina to France after WWII – and, ultimately, at the turn of our period of study, by Compagnie financière de Suez171 after it had lost its canal and commenced a financial career. But his group also called for refinancing at deposit banks. Both Fouchier and Francès appearead as pioneering junior investment bankers without their own investment bank: they were investment bankers-in the making – and later on they ended presiding over investment banks, the former heading Paribas, the latter Banque de Suez & de l’Union des mines-BSUM. Altogether the history of investment banks was therefore involved in these developments: a new layer of investment bankers took shape, promised to a brilliant future; and well established investment banks headed the refinancing pools of the whole banking community because they brought their prestige, pledge or creditworthiness to fuel trust towards new types of credits which were not yet perceived positively on the Paris marke place. Bankers (and insurance companies, which also belonged to the refinancing pools) lacked enough legal guarantees for them, pending successive laws with fixed these new types of loans in the 1950s-1960s; and they were concerned by the fragility of borrowers, on which or whom very few pledges were available – a car, pieces of furniture, a TV set, a flat, etc. One had not still buildt up systems of scoring, and pioneering bankers betted on the “clearing” between borrowers and on their actual solvency to avoid impairing large provisions or losses, all the more because they could reap the profits of high interest rates. The “prehistory” of specialised credits had thus depended mainly on two pioneering investment bankers (Fouchier and Francès) and on Lazard, and, for refinancing, on the key function of godfathering assumed by investment banks Paribas and BUP, whilst deposit banks followed them within the refinancing pools – which proved supplementary clues of differenciation. And the role of Paribas reached an apex when a holding company, Compagnie bancaire172, was created in July 1959 to crown the whole range of Fouchier’s banks173. It commenced buying back the equity of is affiliates174 and managing its own pool of credits to be refinanced: a general pool (FRF 1,200mf) was thus set up, complementing the 1,200m pool dedicated to UCB and the various pools for rediscountable or not credits oriented to each specialised subsidiary175. All in all in 1960 about five billions francs of operations were authorized, which revealed the “revolution” which had occurred in a very few years, and



Fouchier, La banque et la vie, Paris, Odile Jacob, 1989, p. 38. 169 See Hubert Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne, op.cit., p. 377-378. 170 Catherine Malaval, Sofinco, 1951-2001. Les 50 années qui ont changé la France, Paris, Creapress, 2001. 171 Hubert Bonin, Suez. Du canal à la finance (1858-1987), Paris, Économica, 1987. 172 Report from the Paribas board, 15 July 1959. 173 Aide-mémoire exposant les justifications et modalités de la constitution de la Compagnie bancaire, 15 April 1959, multigraphied note, historical archives of Paribas. 174 Paribas brought about one-fifth of its stakes in the affiliates of Compagnie bancaire (for an amount of 359mf), report from the Paribas board, and then subscribed to the increase of equity, 21 May 1959. 175 Report from the Paribas board, 4 December 1959, 1st April 1960 or 2 June 1960.



31 which opened doors to the floatation of Compagnie bancaire on the stock exchange176 in 1960. This survey proves that investment banks were key pathbreakers for conceiving and engineering new types of financial and banking actors on the Paris market place. Sometimes they were not “pioneers” because they just follow pioneers (Fouchier, Francès), or they had no monopoly of pioneering because a few financiers acted on their side (like the Weil group in property finance) or because Lazard had previously launched credit for car purchasing (SOVAC). But they were often either pioneering or at least pathbreaking because they godfathered, lead-managed, and co-financed pioneering property and credit companies; and their very presence and function of “path-breaking leaders” fostered the degrees of trust which deposit banks and insurance companies needed at that time of groundworking on these projects to join the pools of refinancing – all the more because interbanking money market and mortgage market were still waiting in the Treasury or Banque de France minds, which increased the degree of eventual risks in the eyes of the managers of assets at deposit banks. New actors (Banque de l’Indochine177; the Suez group) and new challengers (affiliates conceived by insurance companies, then also by deposit banks) were to appear in the 1960s, but on that respect investment banks played a decisive role throughout the 1950s to contribute to rejuvenate the Paris market place. But one could pretend that the main competitive edge gained by investment banks laid with their access to privileged markets, well ahead of deposit banks or more relevantly – because these latter did take part to credit pools – with the earmarked revenues conquered by the strategists, lead-managers and engineers of financial and banking products, cooperative banking or real estate “vehicles”. Each time they acted as merchant bankers, conceiving new processes of financial or banking growth, investment banks earned altogether responsibilities as leaders on the Paris market place and money, with helped them regaining momentum on the domestic market throughout the 1950s and later on, whereas they were challenged and contested on the fields of corporate banking. Differenciation was not only linked with legal statutes or historical heritage for balance of power; it was the result of the conquest of refreshed margins for manoeuvre, of new bridgeheads which refuelled flexibility within banking competition and supplied investment banks with new trump cards domestically. 5. Investment bankers reaching an international scope In the meanwhile, investment banks tried to resharpen their competitive edge on international markets, refurbishing the tradition which had been blown out in the 19371948 years, mainly in eastern and central Europe. Their purpose was to enhance their portfolio of skills abroad, whilst deposit banks were more often committed to Reconstruction and to domestic growth, alongside the State’s demands. Another factor ought to be taken into account: French banks had lost momentum on the international level from the mid-1930s. The slump had deprived them of resiliency and often of financial means; the State system had extended its grip on the international business (BFCE, COFACE, controls on forex, etc.); the wole French economy and banking system lacked mattresses of foreign currencies to fuel action abroad; and last the US power and offensive abroad had confined the Paris market to a low position178. Ibidem, 23 September 1960 (with a capital of 16 mf, issued from the consolidation of reserves, and with an increase in equity to 41mf in July 1961 – under the lead management of Paribas and Crédit lyonnais). 177 Marc Meuleau, op.cit., 1990. 178 See Hubert Bonin, “The challenged competitiveness of the Paris banking and finance markets, 1914-1958”, in Youssef Cassis & Éric Bussière (eds.), London and Paris as international financial centres in the twentieth century, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2005, p. 183-204. H. Bonin, “Les banques françaises et le monde 176



32 Sure, commercial banks also entertained international scope and strategy. First they kept their stronghold in the City (Crédit lyonnais, Société générale, CNEP, CIC) and Société générale had established during WWII a bridgehead in New York; and CNEP benefitted from its network from Mediterranea to Australia. Second, cl extended its international coverage, in Brazil (1947/48), in Lebanon (1950), Peru (1952), Venezuela (1954), Argentina and Columbia (1955), and Iran (1958) for instance; and within all commercial banks forex and trade finance regained momentum, all the more when international flows were somewhat liberalised at the turn of the 1950. Crédit lyonnais underlined then its growing skills in financing trade (through its branch in Geneva), in multilateral operations on cereals, or in medium-term credits for the sale of equipment projets abroad. Investment banks therefore had no monopoly in international business, because corporate banking at deposit banks demanded some world-wide scope. But we miss information so as to define the true level of differenciation between commercial and investment banks. Anyway these latter felt the growing competitiveness of their challengers on the international level, and they did not a long time to rebuild their competitive edge. A. Investment banks and import-export flows This explains the key role played by the little investment bank Lazard after WWII, which regained momentum beause its strategy was to focus on what became then its specialty for a while: “To get reputation by manufacturers was first to offer them servides which other bankers did not think of yet, and to be the first to move because in this area of financial engineering, as soon as someone got an idea, another bank practiced it at once.”179 Thanks to its close links with the Anglo-Saxon business community, it was put in charge by the State with the function of supervising the banking pools tackling forex business for the import of raw materials, mainly for wool (1949), then for cootton (1952). But such differenciation was challenged at the turn of the 1950s as soon as deposit banks had revitalized their foreign trading bank department, for instance at CNEP, which financed UK commodities exports (wool, cotton, tin, etc.) to France or to Brussels through its branches in London and Brussels, cotton exports through its branch in Alexandria180, commodities exports from India through its branch in India, and its affiliate French American Banking Corporation also regained momentum to finance exports of raw materials from the US to France. Every commercial bank rushed to service the global priority to relaunch the financing import-export of commonplace equipment goods beyond the Marshall Plan system. Even Fouchier started its pioneering path by first financing the import of equipment goods through a specialised little bank, UFEFE (Union financière d’entreprises françaises et étrangères), set up in 1947, then merged with Banque française d’acceptations in 1950 into Union française de banques pour l’acceptation et les financements extérieurs. But investment banks disposed of a far larger reservoir of relationships, skills and managers, and rapidly took the lead on tht segment of market. Differenciation took shape on the field because investment banks had rekindled their networks of correspondancy relationship more rapidly and intensively that the nationalised Big Four deposit banks, especially in North-America. Sure deposit banks kept
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33 active their branch or affiliate in London181, but Paribas and BUP reactivated rapidly their international canals of action – even if a comprehensive study is still missing there about. Paribas could rely on its strong historical positions in Belgium182, in Latin America – through a joint-venture with Banca Commerciale Italiana, co-affiliate Banque française et italienne pour l’Amérique du Sud (or Sudameris) – and it benefitted from its international mindset and dedicated team, which pushed the bank into the transatlantic business from the turn of the 1950s. One could estimate grossly that investment banks were a decade in advance against deposit banks on the international field and could take profit from this advantage edge. At Paribas André Debray led the offensive, joined by his deputy and then successor Bernard de Margerie. This highest civil servant had been a manager at the Finances extérieures of the ministry of Finance after WWII and general secretary of the Comité interministériel pour les questions de coopération européenne in 1949-1951. His knowledge of international and European business was thus at top level, and the “genius” of Paribas was to recruit him as an immediate head of a commercial and international banking division, to enhance the portfolio of skills in international corporate banking. “You will head a department which will be responsible for the negotiations of business affairs and the monitoring of the banking group’s commercial ventures. Your department will also look to our interests in foreign banks as and when Mr. Andre Debray will place them under your care, so that in due course, all the dealings presently handled by Mr. Debray will end up under your care, excepting the petrol part which will be handled by another division.”183 With five submanagers, Margerie extended what became in 1952 département de l’étranger, which he headed (with the function of executive manager) since July 1952 after Debray’s death184 – before becoming deputy CEO in 1967. He reignited the business networks of Paribas, especially with Banque nationale du Mexique, Sudameris, Banque de Syrie & Liban, and Banque ottomane, all used as bridgeheads to intensify Paribas’s position within international flows: “The department for commercial affairs has also cooperated with the foreign banks in which we hold interests, with a view of solving financing problems which have arisen in connection with public works to be carried out abroad by French civil engineering enterprises”185 – along what has been called “a ping pong effect”, when foreign bases help one another mutualising business connections and favouring finally the growth of the headquarters. Investment banks practiced commonplace international corporate banking operations: acceptance credits, lines of credits for foreign trade agreed by foreign correspondants, documentary credit operations (with the amount of such credits exploding by 40 per cent for the sole 1954 year186), transfers of currencies187, etc. – with large departments for documentary credits and forex. “We have been able to provide French importers with large currency credits required for stocking the essential raw materials thanks to our See Hubert Bonin, La Société générale en Grande-Bretagne (1871-1996), Paris, La collection historique de la Société générale, 1996. Bernard Desjardins, Michel Lescure, Roger Nougaret, Alain Plessis & André Straus (eds.), Le Crédit lyonnais, 1863-1986. Études historiques, Geneva, Droz, 2002. 182 Éric Bussière, Paribas, l’Europe et le monde, 1872-1992, Anvers, Fonds Mercator, 1992. Éric Bussière, La France, la Belgique et l’organisation économique de l’Europe, 1918-1935, Paris, Comité pour l’histoire économique et financière de la France, 1992. 183 Personal file of Margerie, historical archives of Paribas, August 1951. 184 Debray died at only 48: “He was a skilled negotiator with exceptional gifts of understanding and adaptibility. The measure of his greatness was best exemplified in the relations which it was his special duty to maintain with the oil companies and foreign banks in which Paribas has interests”, Paribas 1953 yearly report, 25 May 1954 (an English version). 185 Paribas 1953 yearly report, 25 May 1954. 186 Paribas 1954 yearly report, 12 May 1955. 187 See Paribas 1947 yearly report, 27 May 1948. 181



34 relations with foreign correspondent banks and our reciprocal business dealings.”188 Paribas’ competitiveness was increased by its use of three specialised subsidiaries, Banque cotonnière, Crédit sucrier & commercial and Banque des produits alimentaires et coloniaux, which competed with Lazard or the department of trade finance of commercial banks for financing commodities exchanges. But its advantage edge laid with its Belgium branch, which Paribas told that it was then the first foreign institution in the country, on its Geneva and on its Amsterdam branches, all three acting as leverage drivers into financing foreign exchanges and supplying customers with credits in foreign currencies. The managers travelled intensively in Mexico, South America or Canada at the turn of the 1950s, and this resiliency helped pushing Paribas upward. B. Re-fuelling structured finance The Paribas team asserted itself as one pathbreaking group to refuell the ability of French industrialists to export equipement goods. When Reconstruction had been achieved and productive capabilities were rebuilt, they tried to reconquer outlets abroad and the competitiveness whuich France had already reached in the interwar period or earlier on the segment of heavy equipment and engineering. É. Bussière has summed up these developments189 when the whole portfolio of investment banking skills was mobilised with interaction between all the divisions of Paribas: “Our industrial department has engaged in studies, surveys and negotiations, which have led to large banking or financial operations on the part of the other departments of the bank.”190 Thanks to a change in law on 2 March 1950 – allowing the mobilisation at Banque de France of short term export credits covered by the public guarantee of insurance creditor COFACE and of ex/im bank BFCE – on a first step before the banks by themselves granted middle term credits of which they had to bear the load till completion of the contract, a type of a chain of loans was established, to become commonplace in the 1960s. They focused credit operations on the exporting firm (what was called “crédit vendeur”), the purpose being to divide the risks through layers of credits, each one being pledged by specific guarantees an repaid through instalments of various maturity, thus alleviating the risks of the banks involved. As soon as November 1950, BUP and Paribas altogether led a middle-term loan (FRF 3,000m, of which BUP bore 618m) to Irakian Petroleum Company – in which Compagnie française des pétroles had a 23.75 per cent stake – to finance its 1950-1952 investments191, repayable in 1953-1955. In 1957 Batignolles-Châtillon (mechanics) and Ernault-Batignolles (machine tools) were granted prefinancing export credits (FRF 345m) endorsed by BFCE, shared between Paribas and Sudameris, another credit mobilising bills on foreign customers, and lines of discounting (shared between Paribas and UEIF-Union européenne industrielle et financière, the Schneider banque d’affaires)192. “The support that we have given to the exporting manfacturers in their negotiations and the finances that we have been able to arrange for them in order that they might meet the requirements of their foreign clients as regards the fulfillment of orders, have contributed, to a large extent, to the success of many companies with which we have worked regarding major contracts for the export of materials and equipment.”193 “The great number of projects which this department has in hand, and which have been Paribas 1950 yearly report, 26 April 1951. Éric Bussière, Paribas, l’Europe et le monde, op.cit., p. 156-180. 190 Paribas 1953 yearly report, 25 May 1954 (an English version). 191 Hubert Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne, op.cit., p. 377. 192 Report by Paribas board, 17 October 1957. 193 Paribas 1952 yearly report, 28 May 1953. 188 189



35 initiated both by the exporting firms and the importing foreign authorities, is a proof of the experience it has gained in arranging financial operations of this type.”194 “Brazil’s vast industrial development projects have caused us to maintain a permanent representative in that country, and we have thus had the satisfaction of contributing to the success of French firm which had proposed their services to local mechanical, electrical and petroleum industries, and which subsequenty called on Paribas for assistance in the financial field.”195 Paribas was first contacted in March 1950 to launch the process of financially engineering a “structured finance” project in Columbia for a steel plant at Paz del Rio196 and CEO Reyre granted a green light to commence clearing such (in this time) audacious and pathbreaking projects, whre France confronted US firms which were much influent in Latin America. The Paz del Rio project was altogether a school for financial, banking and engineering apprenticeship for Paribas abroad and a mantra of the renewal of its portfolio of skills. But one key advantage edge had also been its stake in Sudameris, because its connections had eased the contacts with Columbian authorities and circles of influence. Concluded on June 1950 the protocole of agreement led several stages of technical and financial negotiations to overcome US and German competitors and favour a global joint-venture between French industrialists and bankers; Paribas was able to supply a global line of credit, which was seen as a key advantage from the Columbian side, whilst the French firm could rely on its US patents to convince of its edge over German contenders197. Two further instalments were brokered in 1952 and 1953 to supply and finance complementary equipment, supported by three-years credits (till 1957): the project had thus been extended on almost the whole decade. The Paz del Rio plant opened up in October 1954 and became a beacon for French renewal198 after WWII. The Paribas teams199 were committed to the completion of a series of successive contracts to export greenhill plants in Latin America and in the Middle East when a few countries betted on programs of substitution to imports for intermediaries products in metal and chemicals industries. The 1953 year was marked by sparkling displays, as what seems retrospectively a turning point of French economic rebirth abroad: in Colombia, French companies had to supply “of additional material for the steel plant at Paz del Rio and for equipping mines; in Chile for the supplys of rolling stock and harbour equipment; in Brazil for setting up an ammonia plant and in Bolivia for supplying transport equipment or building a sugar factory; in Turkey, for equipping several sugar and cement factories; and in Irak for road works”200. Paribas also financed deliveries to the Chimbote steelworks in Peru, and a wake of programs took shape afterwards throughout the 1950s:



Paribas 1953 yearly report, 25 May 1954. Paribas 1956 yearly report, 9 May 1957. 196 See Fabrice Decourcelles, Paz de Rio, premier grand projet sidérurgique français à l’exportation de l’après-guerre (1950-1958), Paris 4 University, September 1997, historical archives of Paribas. 197 Ibidem. Paz del Rio issued middle term promissory notes to be paid only along with the deliveries of equipment, transmitted to Sudameris, then remitted at Paribas New ork, then in Paris, to be mobilised by the pool of banks led by Paribas; irrevocable documentary credits were also issued in favour of exporting industrialists. The French State granted a subsidy for 20 per cent of the amount to compensate for the rebate which firms had to concede to win over US and German competitors, and public insurance credit institution COFACE pledged for 90 per cent of the amount. 198 Alsthom (with 24% of the first instalment of the project) manufactured the power plant, Districoke the coke-plant (15%), Schwartz-Haumont the wireworks (5%), SECIM the rolling-equipment, Delattre & Frouard the steel plant (35%), with Fives-Lille, Stein & Roubaix, Chavannes-Brun and an rray of subcontractors as coparticipants (Fabrice Decourcelles, Paz de Rio, op.cit.). 199 See Éric Bussière, Paribas, l’Europe et le monde, op.cit., p. 173-178. 200 Paribas 1953 yearly report, 25 May 1954. 194 195



36 Table 11. A few (non comprehensive) case studies of business abroad co-engineered and financed by Paribas - In 1955: • A sugar plant in Thailand financed201 • Iron and steel works in Columbia and Peru (Corporacion peruana del stan, a franco- peruvian group which contracted for the final work): a rolling mill; agreement with Companha aços especiais Itablira Acesita; Feench industry supplying rolling equipment for $12,5m - In 1956: • “We financed the contracts concluded by a French firm for the designing, supply and lying of pipelines in Iran.”202 • For the Brazilian Mataripa project, Paribas supplied Fives-Lille, SFAC-Société des forges & aciéries du Creusot) and Batignolles-Châtillon with prefinancing export credits (260m, 209m and 60m), then middle term export credits (308m, 225m and 71m). They were accompanied by public works firms, among which Fougerolle and CIT-Compagnie industrielle de travaux203. The latter benefitted with a prefinancing export credit (91.5m) relayed by a middle term credit (107m)204. - In 1957 • Financing an export pool to Columbia for electrical engineering and equipment: Matériel électrique SW, SFAC, CGEE and Neyrpic • Financing exports of electrical equipment to Turkey by Neyrpic (454m)205 • Financing exports of electrical equipment by Alsthom (173,5m) – preceded by a thick line of short term credits (1,086m)206 - In 1958 • Numerous customs guarantees and short term credits to chemical groups (among which Saint-Gobain) for industrial projects in Pakistan (Multan) and India (Nangal Fertilizers)207 • Then a whole range of credits to firms involved in both projects, either to chemicals companies (Saint-Gobain, Potasse & engrais chimiques-PEC, ENSA, Grande-Paroisse, etc.) or for firms delivering the metal structures of the plants (Batignolles-Châtillon, Ernault-Batignolles), with a chain of bills being accepted by the customer along with the deliveries and refinanced by bankers – the amonts reaching 1,337m at Multan and 1,719m at Nangal, part of it being assumed in direct by Paribas, with Worms, BFCE, UEIF being also committed through a series of pooled credits208. • Huge contracts brokered with Électricité de Téhéran: lines of credit to Compagnie générale d’enteprises électriquesCGEE, Compagnie générale d’électricité-CGE, SACM and Tréfileries & laminoirs du Havre for exports of electrotechnical equipment (739m)209 ; followed by contracts for the grid (Alsthom, Jeumont, Geoffroy-Delore, L’Électro-entreprise) (163.4m in short terms, then 171.4m on middle terms)210 • A power plant on Cuba, with credits to CGEE (145m, then 350m)211 • Hydro-electrical complex in Honduras (Rio Li Do): Paribas lead manager of a banking pool servicing Compagnie française d’entreprise, CGE, Alsthom, Neyrpic and France engineering212 - In 1959: • “In Brazil, within the framework of the agreement which we signed with Companhia siderugica paulista Cosipa, the latter has placed orders with several French concerns amounting at the end of 1959 to $15m.”213 Paribas signed a similar agreement with another Brazilian company, Usiminas. In Mexico, Pemex agreed for a $50m order of European equipment. • Huge risks undertaken by Paribas on a sole firm, Fives-Lille-Cail; beyond a line of credits partly shared with Crédit lyonnais (1,140mf), export credits through complex types (for at least 1,626m)214



A pioneering breakthrough was completed in 1958 when Paribas took part to one of the first export contracts to east-european Communist countries, opening doors to promising waves of connections there for structured finance and corporate banking215: “Emphasis has been given to the development in trade relations with the east european countries”, with a Paribas 1955 yearly report, 26 April 1956. Paribas 1956 yearly report, 26 April 1957. 203 Report by Paribas board, 14 March 1957 and 13 June 1957. 204 Ibidem, 13 June 1957. 205 Ibidem, 28 November 1957. 206 Ibidem, 19 December 1957. 207 Ibidem, 16 January 1958. 208 Ibidem, 18 September 1958. 209 Ibidem, 17 July 1958. 210 Ibidem, 16 October 1958. 211 Ibidem, 16 October 1958. 212 Ibidem, 16 October 1958. 213 Paribas 1959 yearly report, 16 May 1960. 214 Report by Paribas board, 15 January 1959. 215 See Hubert Bonin, “L’émergence de la coopération industrielle, bancaire et commerciale franco-soviétique dans les années 1960”, in Maurice Vaïsse (ed.), De Gaulle et la Russie, Paris, CNRS Éditions, 2006, p. 229252. 201
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37 Soviet order of more than FRF 6 billion for a large cement works which has been placed with the Société Fives-Lille-Cail in addition to contracts of more than FRF 4b gained by CSF for the supply of various types of electronic equipment”, accompanied in Poland by “a new order for the supply of a thermal power station, the framework of the financial agreement to which we were associated in 1958”216 (with Alsthom, Stein & Roubaix and Jeumont) and “three sugar plants in the USSR by Fives-lille, Babcox & Wilcox et Delattre & Frouard”217 in 1959. But differenciation ought to be reconsidered because the two investment banks Paribas and BUP were joined by Crédit lyonnais for the Fives-Lille-Cail contracts218, which proves altogether the rapid move of commercial banks and the competitiveness of the corporate banking department at investment banks: they did not lose momentum even if they had to share markets with their challengers in structured finance. On its more modest side, even Lazard joined the fray and took part to innovative financial engineering, when oil companies set up Société du pipe-line sud-européen to join Marseille to Lyon and Alsace northwards: the merchant bank was the heart of the negotiations because it involved US oil firms and US investment funds. Its partners (Jean Guyot), Paribas and Crédit lyonnais led the team with their German, Swiss and American counterparts219. We are well aware that such types of export credits became more and more commonplace because all commercial banks learnt and rushed to broker such contracts of corporate banking, and that the processes and chains of credit products and services were more and more mastered. Even CNEP connected its service du commerce extérieur of its département des relations étrangères, of which documentary credits were one basic activity, with a new subsidiary, Compagnie intercontinentale commerciale et financière, to extend the reach of its range of credits to equipment goods220; and in 1961 a few commercial banks set up some kind of a co-operative tool, GICEX-Groupement interbancaire pour les opérations de crédit à l’exportation, to compete with investment banks for middle term loans. But, for a while, investment banks had got a few years (half a dozen? a decade?) in advance because their engineers, lawyers and bankers had felt the needs of the firms and had responded to their demands through putting in subtile schemes of successive credits, as a chain mixing short term and middle term loans (part of them mobilised in France by halfState Crédit national), mobilised or non mobilised bills, guaranteed (BFCE) or not, linked with insurance credit (COFACE) or not. We can pretend that the 1950s were therefore a “blessed” decade for investment banks when they could assert some competitive edge over deposit banks and lastly express their “differenciation” owing to their portfolio of banking engineering skills. É. Bussière221 reckoned that Paribas bore respectively 65.6, 64.8 and 80 per cent of the amounts of prefinancing export credits in 1952, 1953 and 1954, which reveals the relevant opportunity decisevely seized by Reyre teams at the turn of the 1950s. C. Investment banking fostering corporate banking: The ping pong effects



Paribas 1958 yearly report, 21 May 1959. Paribas 1959 yearly report, 16 May 1960. 218 Hubert Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne, op.cit., p. 448. 219 An amount of around 200mf was at stake. Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, May, 23 June and 10 November 1960. Morgan Stanley was involved in the process through Lazard’s connections. Two instalments were conceived, one in France (120m new francs, with Lazard, Paribas and Crédit lyonnais a co-lead-managers in February 1961), and a second one in the US. 220 This affiliate gathered commercial banks from several European countries, CNEP yearly 1958 report. A first credit was granted to Petroleos Mexicanos for equipment goods. 221 Éric Bussière, Paribas, l’Europe et le monde, op.cit., p. 176. 216 217



38 This very development of structured finance (“crédits d’équipement” and “contrats de financement which the département des affaires commerciales set up for the completion of big industrial facilities”222) opened doors to a broad range of business. As it was the case for the other pathbreaking products, the investment banking achievements had effects on corporate banking because more and more export credits were granted by Paribas, which multiplied the issuing of bills (“effets circulant sous notre endos”) by its banking department along a snowball effect: the more its competitive edge got stronger abroad thanks to differenciation against deposit banks, the more the ibb spread its market share on the Paris market all along the chain of credit – and that explains the split between the two divisions of Paribas banking department into a domestic one and a foreign one (département étranger223) on January 1953, because of the expansion of the activities of that latter. Even on the side of liabilities, the ping pong effects were obvious: “The amount of the current accounts on the liabilities side greatly increased, this movement being assisted by the enlargement of the working funds of our industrial and trading customers; it is the cash resources of these latter which form the main element in the deposits of banque d’affaires.”224 This kind of differenciation established through investment banking broadened investment banks’s competitiveness in corporate banking, in which deposit banks were much active; and these intertwining branches of investment and corporate banking did explain that investment banks regained momentum throughout the 1950s, which helped them forget the blurred years of the 1930s-1940s. This département étranger was headed (since 1941) by Henry Burnier, also in charge with Sudameris business, but it had to be strengthened through the recruitment of a deputy, André Littaye225 in 1952 and the promotion of a new layer of junior managers, Pierre Decker becoming assistant manager in 1955, the same year as Gustave Rambaud, at the industrial department226, both symbolising the resiliency of investment bankers. Conversely, corporate banking strengthened investment banking because the more Paribas got connected with firms of equipment goods, the more they demanded for merchant and investment banking facilities: Paribas could offer them services for equity increases, bonds issuings, and even direct investment in their capital. The financial nebula which had been formed in the interwar period (around oil or steel firms) was densified with forays into chemicals, engineering, heavy equipment goods companies, like Fives-Lille, Delattre & Frouard, Stein & Roubaix, Neyrpic, Batignolles-Châtillon, Pierrefitte, for example, before such a nebula was transformed into what was called a “financial group”227 in the 1960s1970s. D. In the wake of intensifying European business connections Another field of somewhat path-breaking initiatives are to be found on the west-european scope. All the more internal trade and connections were resumed in the 1950s – and on the level the whole banking community was involved –, the more investment banks could rekindle their relationships on European markets. Their “European mindset” or “culture” was perhaps more instantly re-awakened thanks to close links of Paribas and BUP in Belgium, for instance, an open-minded gate to north-western European business. Anyway Paribas 1952 yearly report, 28 May 1953. Paribas 1952 yearly report, 28 May 1953. 224 Paribas 1953 yearly report, 25 May 1954. 225 Paribas 1952 yearly report, 28 May 1953. 226 Paribas 1955 yearly report, 26 April 1956. 227 Hubert Bonin, Les groupes financiers français, Paris, Presses universitaires de France, 1995. 222 223



39 several clues of European action are available at Paribas and BUP, and the bilateral cooperation between West Germany and France was for example at stake228. BUP was on the front line to promote German securities on the Paris stock exchange because one of its manager, Auguste Avon, was a pioneering banker on that niche; his portfolio of skills had been trained at the Paris branch of a subsidiary of Société générale de Belgique, Banque belge pour l’étranger, and he had joined BUP when it had absorbed the branch in 1948, with a few other managers229, thus creating a “European-minded” lttile team, spurred by the connections of BUP with its ancient partners, Société générale de Belgique and Générale de banque. It patronised a “groupement franco-allemand” and its partners seized opportunities to develop fresh business: Deutsche Bank and Dresdner Bank proposed them to float German shares in Paris, and BUP as lead manager and a few banks (Société générale, Louis-Dreyfus, Crédit lyonnais, BFCE) succeeded in selling there 1 per cent of Farbenfabrik Bayer’s capital230 in January 1959 – which helped BUP to become the lead manager of its French financial operations231. Paribas and Rothschild reacted on their side and proposed similar operations later on. A competing pool to BUP was set up by Paribas and Crédit lyonnais (both being partners for financial operations) with Lazard and Rothschild to start a broad projet of floating US and German securities in Paris, with the agreement of the State Treasury. For the US side, first meetings occurred at Lazard232 as soon as 1955, and “differenciation” laid there with the US connections of Lazard and Rothschild, because two managers of Paribas (Serge Varangot) and Crédit lyonnais (Deschietere) were equals without any preeminence of the investment banker, even if Varangot had traveled in the US to prospect business. With the help of Morgan, they succeeded in floating five shares in the second term of 1959, first on the private market of brokers (Coulisse) to test the feasability, then on the official Parquet – whilst Lazard acted to float Pechiney’s shares in New York. The Paribas pool (but opened to BUP for brokering, not as lead manager…) floated German shares in the same while233. E. Colonial sparkling business: Investment banks as leverage to imperial modernity As it had been the case in the interwar period for investment banks – with Rothschild in New Caledonia for Le Nickel, Paribas in Morocco or on Madagascar, or BUP and merchant banks in north and sudsaharan Africa –, the French colonial empire offered large territories of business. But the rhythm of development (“mise en valeur”) was forcefully accelerated after WWII, spurred by a new imperial spirit of modernisation234. France needed rare natural and ore resources, the growth of population had to be compensated by



“Les relations bancaires franco-allemandes (1900-1970) : admiration, guerre économique et coopération de voisinage”, in Jean-François Eck, Stefan Martens & Sylvain Schirmann (eds.), Les relations francoallemandes de 1871, à nos jours, Paris, Publications du CHEFF, 2009, p. 357-383. 229 Avon became director manager at BUP, and was accompanied by Henri Tourbier (deputy director), Raymond Relecom (sub-director), Henri Trulin and a fondé de pouvoirs. H. Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne, op.cit., p. 361. File Banque belge pour l’étranger, historical archives of Société générale de Belgique, Archives générales du Royaume belge. 230 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 16 January 1959. 231 Hubert Bonin, La Banque de l’union parisienne, op.cit., p. 426. 232 Note “Introduction de valeurs américaines sur le marché de Paris”, 12 January 1955, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais. 233 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 2 June, 4 June, 5 June, 23 June 1959. 234 See Hubert Bonin, Catherine Hodeir & Jean-François Klein (eds.), L’esprit économique impérial (18301970). Groupes de pression & réseaux du patronat colonial en France & dans l’empire, Paris, Publications de la SFHOM, 2008. Catherine Hodeir, Stratégies d’empire. Le grand patronat colonial face à la décolonisation (1945-1962), Paris, Belin, 2003. Jacques Frémeaux, Les empires coloniaux dans le processus de mondialisation, Paris, Maisonneuve & Larose, 2002. 228



40 industrialisation schemes, themselves to take profit from the increase in standard of life of layers of colonial or local populations; and last mindsets commenced to evolve from autarchic frameworks to open-minded functions of the empire, with foreign investments joining French ones to exploit available underground wealthes. Mining was classically at stake, and private funds were called for to start a few African projects, all the more because the fate of Indochina had became uncertain, thus fuelling rapatriation of capital towards new fields of investment and profit. But rapidly a “revolution” occurred with the perspectives of oil production. Both sectors (mining and oil) first privileged the State (or its offshoots) control, intervention and even direct property or production. But spaces of capitalist freedom took shape in the 1950s, which explains some forms of “fever” or even “mania” among investment bankers in favour of colonial then overseas mining and oil business; they were also called for help by the State because such project financing demanded foreign direct investments, and investment banks (mainly Rothschild, Lazard and Paribas) were well placed to activate their connections abroad (mainly in NorthAmerica, and sometimes through the City). At Paribas, manager François Anthoine235 became the key leverage force for many projects overseas as manager for North African and overseas sectors since 1946-1947 and as “directeur pour l’Afrique” in 1954-1965 in connection with the banking department, where Guichen236 welcome favourably proposals of development – especially those of Jacques de Fouchier, who was, in parallel with its main activity in vehicles of specialised credits, pioneering for a few mining projects in the empire – and thereafter in independant countries. While Paribas kept supervising its geographical “groups” of interests overseas, it launched numerous projects in favour of the “intensification” of overseas growth, either in Subsaharan Africa (cotton, electricity, wholesale trading when it became the main banker then stakeholder of SCOA-Société commerciale de l’Ouest africain), or in its Moroccan stronghold (with several developments)237. Paribas also contributed to the emergence of new instruments of modernisation of the empire just before the independance move. Investment banks struggled and co-operated altogether to carry financial projects, to launch funds collecting cash from banks, among which largely deposit banks, and then selling shares on the stock exchange. When oil financial vehicle COPAREX was equipped with its working capital, it increased its equity from FRF 20m to 10 billion, Paribas being sole lead manager238, which is a clue of the dimension of such instruments on the Paris market place, moved by an “oil fever” or a “REP” bear speculation in the mid-1950s – along “recherche et exploration pétrolières” as numerous companies were named under such an appellation, taking profit of tax benefits scheduled to encourage savers and investors to support oil prospection. Moreover Paribas was able to use its own financial holdings (Compagnie générale des colonies, transformed in 1958 into Compagnie générale de participations et d’entreprises dans les pays indépendants, Compagnie générale du Maroc, and even the ex-Banque d’État du Maroc, deprived of its banking activities and becoming in 1959 a sub-holding, Société internationale de financement et de placements239, etc.). This whole range of means of intervention clearly fostered differenciation against deposit banks – even if these latter Personal file of François Antoine, historical archives of Paribas. “Hervé de Guichen, Director of the Banking Department, who played a decisive role in supporting the constitution of the ‘Fouchier group’ of companies to which his house belonged”, Hervé Pinet, La joie d’entreprendre. Souvenirs d’une vie professionnelles, Paris, Éditions du Jaguar, 2003, p. 71. 237 See Georges Hatton, Les enjeux financiers et économiques du protectorat marocain (1936-1954). Politique publique et investisseurs privés, Paris, Publications de la SFHOM, 2009. 238 Report by Paribas board, 7 November 1957. 239 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 17 May 1960. The mergver occurred on JAnuary 1960, thus bringing assets for 62mf to Paribas. 235
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41 spread retail banking divisions overseas and in particular in sub-Saharan Africa. Little merchant bank Rothschild played a key role in several projects, thanks to its already existing portfolio of skills and tradition, which explains its initiatives and its active presence at the bankers’ meetings, conversely with the other fields studies thereabove. A. Straus has enhanced the key part of Rothschild co-manager Robert Jablon240, as a pathbreaker investment banker who set up financial vehicles (Compagnie financière de recherches pétrolières-COFIREP in 1955; FRANCAREP in 1957, with Worms241, etc.) to collect funds from institutional investors, banks’ private banking divisions, or wealthy individual investors, before investing these amounts in start-up oil companies242. Thanks to its portfolio of skills in mining finance, Rothschild also was a leverage force to engineer a huge project of iron ore mine in Mauritania243, to be developed in the 1960s. The State favoured such a mobilisation of savings and assets because experts perceived in the mid-1950s that the needs of prospection campaigns will far overpass previsions244: The REP holdings were to supply at least FRF 30bn against a total needed amount gauged at 200b every year 19571961, among which FRF 100b would be provided by the State sector, 30b by big oil firms and 40b by bonds issuance. Bankers got conscious of that bonanza, which could help them penetrating again deeply into savings. Straight away, other investment banks followed the path, as Paribas and BUP had piled up experience in oil business in the interwar period through the support of Compagnie française des pétroles, still their pet customer, and Lazard was also involved because of its US connections (about transfers of technology or capital) – and it carried the birth of REPFRANCE and EURAFREP245. Société financière des pétroles-FINAREP was for instance established246 on May 1954 under the guidance of Paribas leading a pool constitued by another investment banks, BUP, and by deposit banks (Crédit lyonnais, CCF, CIC), with Crédit lyonnais and CCF as co-lead managers, and its capital reached FRF 3b in December 1954 and 8b247 in 1956. Table 12. Part respectively played by investment banks and deposit banks at FINAREP Brokerage of equity Allocation of in January 1955 available treasury funds in 1955 and of the relay credits in July 1956 Paribas 27.23% 36.5% Crédit lyonnais 27.23 24.5 CCF 10.47 14.5 CIC 13.54 12.5 BUP 12.53 12 SOURCE: Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 4 September 1956.



Paribas took part to GENAREP248, to COPAREX (with 21,5 per cent of the equity249 and to See Robert Jablon, op.cit., 2009. Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 3 July 1957. 242 When Société des pétroles d’Afrique équatoriale française was established to prospect oilfields in French central Africa, FINAREP held 10% and COFIREP 5% of its capital, with State institutions 81.5% and Compagnie française des pétroles (2,9%), Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 20 November 1956. 243 See Jean Audibert, MIFERMA : une aventure humaine et industrielle en Mauritanie, Paris, L’Harmattan, 1991. Jean Servant, "Naissance de Miferma", in Jean Servant, Pierre Legoux & André Marelle (eds.), Les mines et la recherche minière en Afrique occidentale française, Paris, L’Harmattan, 1991, p. 288-297. 244 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 18 April 1957. 245 EURAFREP gathered Lazard and Banque de l’Indochine, like REPFRANCE, with deposit banks and insurance companies, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 3 July 1957. 246 Paribas 1954 yearly report, 12 May 1955. Paribas contributed to 23.71% to the increase of capital in 1957, Report by Paribas board, 5 September 1957. 247 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 4 September 1956 and 12 October 1956. 248 Ibidem, 8 July 1957. GENAREP was engineered by Paribas and Société générale, with Crédit du Nord, two 240 241



42 OMNIREX in 1957. Its traditional customers invited Paribas to join their own initiatives; it helped Esso Standard, its historical client in France, to settle Esso REP to finance exploration in French territories; and it accompanied the affiliates of the State to set up their instruments, as was the case at SOGERAP-Société de gestion des participations de la Régie autonome des pétroles250, which had to welcome private investors to follow the growth of its subsidiaries, where also private investors were sometimes present. When mining drew investors, Paribas was no late on that field, as it godfathered Société des mines de cuivre de Mauritanie (1953); but Lazard, well connected to US business, was the lead manager of negotiations about project financing for a huge development in Guinea (mines, power plant, alumin and aluminum manufactures)251. Even funds of funds were sketched, when Paribas, for example, created to draw investors into a large holding company which ought to invest its cash afterwards into the financial vehicles, into oil companies or into industrial firms specialised in oil equipment or services (rigging, transport, etc.). Paribas conceived Société d’investissements chimiques et pétroliers to hold stakes in chemicals and oil firms252, and Rothschild and Lazard Société française d’investissements pétroliers253. Under the guidance of both Rothschild and Paribas (Reyre, Bricard, Anthoine), with a few deposit banks (led by Crédit lyonnais) trailing to get brokerage operations, Compagnie financière pour l’outre-mer-COFIMER254 was born in 1957 to seize opportunities in the mining and oil areas, and Fouchier was its firsts chairman because he had engineered the upstream process of the project. The 1950s sounded like a start-up forge, before the consolidation of the 1960s-1970s, and investment banks assumed their function of co-lead managers of the “clubs” of banks gathered to ponder about projects and then to contribute to their equity – and last to their credit lines. Conclusion Our quest through two centuries to reconstitute the “need” for French investment banks throughout the development of industrial revolutions and economic growth will not be wholly fulfilled through this paper. But this case study focused on a very short term period (fifteen years) thanks to relevant and precise archives (and historians’ studies already published or in the making) will contribute to clear a few points of argument. In a nutshell, we pretend that this period was the apex of French investment banks because, in the 1930s-1940s, they had been submitted to the dire conditions of the slump and the war, and because, in the 1960s-1970s, they were to face intense competition from commercial banks and even themselves rushed to adopt the “universal banking” model, whereas, on a European level, US banks commenced to establish bridgeheads in the City.



merchant banks, Neuflize and Mallet, and insurance companies, as institutional investors. 249 Report by Paribas board, 10 March 1959. 250 Ibidem, 7 November 1957. 251 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 19 November 1955, with Jean Guyot, at Lazard, with Pechiney as main manufacturer. See Jacques Larrue, Fria en Guinée. Première usine d’aluminium en terre d’Afrique, Paris, Karthala, 1997. 252 Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 20 March 1959, 8 and 23 April 1959. Paribas acted with Crédit lyonnais (18% each), accompanied by Société générale (13%), BNCI (12%) and CNEP (11%), and by a dozen investment banks and deposit banks with minority stakes, and insurance companies joined the pool to lodge assets. 253 Rothschild and Lazard were to supply each FRF 400m, Caisse des dépôts and Crédit lyonnais 100m, before calling publicly for investors and savers, Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 12 September 1957. 254 Report by Paribas board, 14 March 1957; Notes de conversations, historical archives of Crédit lyonnais, 9 April 1957 and 19 November 1957. See André Straus, “COFIMER et Rothschild: le rôle d’une banque d’affaires dans le financement des activités minières d’outre-mer”, Hommages à Alain Plessis, to be published in 2010.



43 Despite the opposition between the retail banking model and the investment banking one, “convergence” could be detected in several areas of practicing banking. Deposit banks rapidly regained momentum in the fields of corporate banking, and we could even argue that our paper expressed some bias as it reflected clues from investment banks’ archives more than those of deposit banks255, even if we grappled with archives from Crédit lyonnais itself about interbanking relationship (and competition). The portfolio of skills of their departments of corporate banking, of finance, of securities brokerage were strengthened as soon as in fact the State gave leeway to nationalised institutions and left “state” bankers free to compete with “capitalist” ones on the field of corporate banking, when a type of “mixed economy” matured at the turn of the 1950s. The whole banking community, whatever its statutes and owner, was to mobilise its range of skills to prop up French economy and help reinserting it on the European market and farther if possible. Competitiveness was at stake, but also a heavy need for currencies to overcome the deficit of the settlements balance. This explains that we often met commercial bankers about corporate banking, and that we confirmed that “history” or “heritage” froze interbanking positions within the credit pools which had succeeded after WWII to informal groups of lenders and fixed balance of power about each big customer. Each commercial bank could somewhat compete on the whole segments of corporate banking with investment banks because they all had entertained connections with a “club” of firms, supplied them banking facilities and services, and thus forged a long term partnership, mainly on the domestic field or for trade banking (credits to commodities trade, documentary credits, forex, etc.) where they had piled up for decades a solid portfolio of skills. Investment banks were not original therefore about domestic loans, in particular those linked with the new types of middle term credits for equipment and modernisation, with the support of half-public institutions and refinancing. But they vyied to stay competitive and both BUP and Paribas did not lose momentum, and the “club” of investment banks was even joined by “newcomers” (that is mobile ascendant banks), mainly Union européenne industrielle et financière bank, Union des mines bank, Worms (extending its grip from naval finance to global investment banking) and, starting its reconversion from overseas and learning to become an investment bank, Banque de l’Indochine, each one disposing of its own bunch of connections and positions, and cutting into market shares for issuings. About this topic of issuings, differenciation was still to be found in the functions of lead management of financial operations. Investment banks kept their competitive edge about engineering financial operations because of the skills of their industrial and financial departments, of the numerous services offered to medium-sized being floated, evolving from family business to broader capitalism, or to big companies facing gaps in creditworthiness because they lacked profitability and size through the acceleration of growth and investments of productivity of the 1950s. investment banks still brought their reputation, their expertise, and also what them apart, their ability to invest into the equity of their clients, to mobilise their property portfolio, and to hold these stakes durably, thus stabilising altogether the capital and the reputation of these firms. Here lied a key piece of differenciation, sure stipulated by the 1945-1946 laws, but also belonging to the genes of investment banks – and several cases were quoted by our paper, We thank particularly banks archivists to have opened us largely their records: Roger Nougaret at Crédit lyonnais-Crédit agricole-Banque de l’Indochine historical archives; Pierre de Longuemar, Jérôme Lescuyer, Éloi Baylin, and Maryvonne Véjux, at Paribas historical archives (Association pour l’histoire de BNP Paribas); Marjolaine Meschaeert and her predecessors at the Société générale-Banque de l’union parisienne-Crédit du Nord-CFAT historical archives ; and the archivists of the historical archives of Banque de France. 255



44 but without a comprehensive survey. From the mid-1960s commercial banks would also dispose of their own investing funds, but the financial might built in the 1950s could not be catched up. Paribas and BUP were then so much skilful in setting up investment funds to cover or rather ease their commitment in a large array of interests, either through “old” firms being reconverted from their ancient activity (overseas or in central Europe) to new functions, where they could mobilise their assets to extend their scope, or brand new funds, a few of them commencing to prospect proto-forms of “assets management” by welcoming external investors, mainly institutional investors or wealthy investors. And that leads us to point out one forceful leverage in the hands of investment banks: their close relationship with a “club” of insurance companies, to which they proposed stakes in investment funds, in companies, in bonds issuings – thus enhancing their brokerage ability –, and last in the new activities fostered by real estate and specialised credits. The second half of our chapter has ever insisted on the “advance” reached by investment banks. Their only chance to resist commercial banks’ progress laid in fact in a thorough renewal of their portfolio of skills. Either they generated these latter within their own departments (thanks to pathbreakers, “genius” of finance, etc.), or they accompanied decisively “pioneers” (real estate engineers, finance and credit conceivers, etc.) as their key partners and godfathers on the Paris market place. In both cases they succeeded in broadening their field of action, of connections, of financing, throughout the 1950s, even if deposit banks were involved afterwards in the credit pools supporting each project. Without originality – because É. Bussière had already studied this point about Paribas, because the history of BUP was already available, and because a few books or articles have scrutinised some points thereabout –our chapter insisted on “structured finance” overseas in the colonial empire carried into modernisation or abroad in developing countries in Latin America, the Middle East and even lastly communist European countries. Admittedly with the support of the State economic sector, investment banks played a decisive role to extend considerably and renew deeply the portfolio of skills of the Paris market place for structured finance, project financing, to support exports in capital goods, big contracts, involving important risk, forex transfers, and close connections with industrial firms and logistics. “Industrial banking” was thus once more highlighted, which benefited to investment banks through fees, interest revenues, “ping pong effects” from investment banking on corporate banking, etc. Such initiatives provided them with opportunities to pull ahead of their competitors in commercial banking and to loosen the hegemony of US banks on the international market. The issue of investment banks’s “differenciation” and “portfolio of skills” can thus finally be summed through a few items: • Connections with “clubs” of companies to preserve a strong basis of customership in corporate banking and in positions of lead manager in issuings of bonds and capital increases; • Renewal of the skills in finance banking to sharpen competitiveness in lead management functions for issuings against commercial banks; • Development of connections with institutional investors (and also wealthy clients of private banking) to maintain some competitiveness on the brokerage field, allowing thus to resist somehow within the brokerage pools for securities; • Strong positions within the informal and formal “club” of experts and authorities managing the Paris market place, to spur the evolution of regulation about new types of credits, of funds, of banking and financial “products”, thus opening doors to renewed flexibility and to the resiliency of the teams engineering new “vehicles” of action; • Relevant advance in godfathering pioneering bankers, financiers and real estate developers and in setting up pathbreaking teams to accompany them or to compete with



45 them (in property), thus fuelling better positions within credit pools, numerous opportunities to broker stakes in the projects, etc. • Relevant advance in godfathering or engineering in direct new types of credit products to develop the export of equipment goods and turn-key plants, thus fuelling fees, interest revenues and strengthening the connections with firms about corporate banking; • Last, relevant advance in seeting investment vehicles able to mobilise commercial banks, insurance companies, wealthy individual investors, merchant bankers, assets to be reconverted from colonial business to “modern” business, either as mere financial vehicles active on the stock exchange in France or abroad, or as financial vehicles dedicated to specialised areas, mainly mining, oil prospection and production, in association with French and foreign companies and with State affiliates, for the common sake of the development of French competitiveness in a new world organised around North-American powerful initiatives and also being reshaped by the European mindset gathering momentum from the turn of the 1950s. French investment banks asserted themselves therefore as leverage forces to a new type of growth within an open economy256, following about fifteen years of near-autarchic and imperial mentalities. 27,465 WORDS; 176,4447 SIGNS



256 See Hubert Bonin, "Les vertus de l’économie ouverte ?", in Bertrand Blancheton & Hubert Bonin (eds.), La croissance en économie ouverte (XVIIIe-XXIe siècles). Hommages à Jean-Charles Asselain, Brussels, Peter Lang, 2009, p. 13-42.
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